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Dou~ Cameron- Freeway Mentality-Virtuoso violinist, Doug Cameron's newest album offers a pleasant California style olterna~ve. Some of
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beshsession players pro-vi<le solid support; t~Rltenour~ ,Vtnoie (oliuto, JimmJdU'hns n,.Pete ChristJeib, onrl Don Huff. S~T 103 ...,,,
Ellis Marsalis & Eddie Harris-Homecoming-An elegant 'recording. Doug Palmer N.Y. Times. An intdgoing and diversified collaboration.\
Astars. leonard feather LA. Times. SPT 105
'
James Rivers Quartet-The Dolfas Sessions-Some great New Oneans jazt digitally recorded live to twotro<k. Featuring David Torkanowsky,
Johnny Vidacovich, James Singreton and George French. SPT 101'
~ ·
Gene Taylor-Handmade-Formerly of California's Blasters, Gene ploys some fine piano aided by Freebo, Lorry Taylor, Andrew Woolfolk,
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Bill Meyers -Images-Newcomer Bill Meyers debuts with this fine album. Cut AM/PM is 1987 Grommy nomination for Best Jatz Composition.
Featured soloists: Lorry Carlton: Vinnie Coliuto, Brandon Fields, M~e Landau & Ernie Watts. SPT 114
Lou Ann Borton- Forbidden TonJS -Hot new Texas R&B from one of the stQte's best female vocoli.sts.featured players: Jimmy Vaughan, Jerry ..•
Marotto, Lorry Knetchtel and David Miner. SPT 107
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DO THE
DICK NIXON
Does anyone know
guys are for real?

if these

Docs anyone know if these guys
are for real?
The Dick Nixons, a
Donaldsonville-based band that frequently performs in New Orleans,
appears to have dedicated itself to
vindicating our 37th president.
"We want everyone to understand the truth. When you look
at the record ... Nixon was the best
Rediscover • . .
president we ever had," the leader
and
guitar player for the Nixons,
A Classic
Kirk "the Jerk" Springstone commented.
With songs like "Plot Against
Home of
the President," "Tricky Dicky was
a Rock 'n' Roller," and "Walk like
DUKES OF
Dick Nixon," the band seems intent
on that cause. Jtut could it all be a
DIXIELAND
farce?
"Lots of stuff gets broken when
we play, but we don't use drugs or
309 Rue Bourbon
alcohol on stage." he said. · "We
New Orleans
have never done anything like what
Reservations:
you suggest."
According to Springstone, the
525~5595
. ._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _. . • genesis of the Dick Nixons occurred

Nightclub,
The

NY Loves
Slaggerlee
Stagger/ee as dazzlng as anything on Broadway"- U.P.I.

naastiLta·s
A FRENCH CAFE,
PASTRY SHOP
AND WINE BAR

Tuesday-Saturday
11:30 AM - lOPM
Sunday Brunch
lOAM- 3PM
Closed Mondays

2808 Esplanade Ave.
New Orleans, LA
504•488•2800
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Critical laurels are being tossed
by the New York media now that
Vernel Bagneris' Staggerlee has
officially opened at the offBroadway Second A venue Theater.
"Lively," "bawdy," "bright,"
and "bluesy'' are some of the many
comments made about this musical
comedy set in 1950s New Orleans
about a gambler accused of murder.
Bagneris has again come back to
his hometown roots for his inspiration in writing this production as he
did with his last hit, OneMo' Time,
only this time utilizing the talents of
music legend Allen Toussaint to arrange and perform the rhythm and
blues score. Though each review of
the play takes its digs at some parts
of the production, the critics have
consistently praised the music; the
N.Y. Daily News citing "it's Toussaint's music and its by turns lusty
and romantic performance that
supply the power here."
For those that attended the local
performances of Staggerlee two
years ago, the first production was
seen by Bagneris as a work in progress. "New Orleans was the
sketch to clarify ideas and now
financially as well as artistically
we're able to make the statements
we want to make. The second act

The Dick Nixons: Crusading to right the wrongs done our 37th president (with
special guest jack "the Cat" Millien).
when he got his friend Chuck "the
President" Leftwing a job working
with him at the Donaldsonville Fire
Department in the spring of 1985.
Soon the Pres. was learning to play
bass. Then Springstone recruited
Cowboy John Radical, who plays
tambourine, saxophone, and 5 1/2
foot galvanized pipe, and Willie
"the Professor" McCormick, who
serves as drummer for the group by
bangmg on a set of trash cans.
Soon the group was playing all
around the state, first at festivals
and talent shows, then in clubs w1th
bands such as Dash Rip Rock .
Today, the Dick Nixons have

about 20 original songs, and they
have mastered such noteworthy covers as Tony Orlando and Dawn's
disco-era hit "Knock Three
Times."
The Nixons' song "Walk Like
Dick Nixon," sung to the tune of
the Bangles' recent hit "Walk Like
an Egyptian," has been put into
rotatiOn on WTUL, Tulane's
student-run station. It seems to be a
frequent request.
What next?
"We hope to have an album out
next week," sa1d Springstone, "but
it doesn't seem very likely."

has changed tremendously. Toussaint has written four or five new
songs and the whole thing has gone
through a real evolution as far as
concept."
Both the cast and stage band continue to be filled with New Orleans
performers including Juanita
Brooks, Carol Sutton, Stanley
Stephens and Amadee Castanell.
Also getting good reviews is another rhythm and blues veteran
Ruth Brown as the bar owner who
frames Staggerlee. The years have
obviously not affected either her
voice or stage presence.

The latest report is that the box
office is doing consistently more
business, giving the appearance that
Staggerlee is being embraced by
New York audiences. It's a shame
that some New Orleans critics have
chosen to take a cue from the one
overly negative review of the show
by N.Y. Magazine's John Simon,
who must have eaten a rancid pate
before the performance. Despite
such banal comments, Staggerlee
has found a welcome reception in
the Big Apple.

-Kathy Harr

- Jason Patterson

GOLDEN MOMENTS IN NEW ORLEANS R&B
1

April 24-May 3, 1987

Lawdy
Miss Clawdy1

In March 1952, Art Rupe of the
Los Angeles record company Specialty was auditioning rhythm and
~lues singers in New Orleans to
··try to find the new Fats Domino."
The session was unproductive and
Rupe was in a hurry to catch a
plane when a thin teerager begged
him to hear his song. The anguished teen literally cried the
words to his song, which was based
on a Maxwell House jingle. With
the rock solid backbeat of Dave
Bartholomew ' s band (including Fats
Domino himself on piano) and the
singer's gospel wailing, the song
"Lawdy Miss Clawdy" went on to
sell millions of copies and caught
the ears of many white listeners, in-

0

eluding Elvis Presley and the Beatles, both of whom recorded it.
The singer', Lloyd Price, from Kenner, Louisiana, had some even bigger 'hits in 1959 with "Staggerlee"
and "Personality, " but none as influential as "Lawdy Miss Clawdy."

Friday, April 24, Fats Domino, The Four Tops, Riverboat President, 7:00p.m. & Midnight*
($22.50gen. adm.).
Saturday, 8Pril 25, Spyro Gyra, Kenny G, Riverboat President, 7:00 p.m. & Midnight* ($20.00 gen. adm.).
Wednesday, April 29, "Fais Do Do;• Rockin' Oopsie & the Zydeco Twisters, Zachary
Richard, Beausoleil, Riverboat President, 8:00p.m. ($17.50 gen. adm.).
Thursday, April 30, Wynton Marsalis Quintet, Stanley Jordan, Bobby McFenin, presented
by Travel New Orleans, Inc., Theatre of Performing Arts, 8:00 p.m. ($20.00 or $18.50
res. seats).
Friday, May 1. "The Fabulous Thunderbirds & Friends;• with Special Guest John Lee
Hooker; Plus Bonnie Raitt, Dr. John and more, Riverboat President, 7:00 p.m. & Midnight* ($20.00 gen. adm.).
Honi Coles-Tony Award winning tap dancer, Dorothy Donegan
Trio, Placide Adams' Dixieland Hall Jazz Band, Spanisll Plaza
Rl·V·E·RWA-LK
at Riverwalk, 8:30 p.m. (Free Admission).
Saturday, ~.1. "Fiyo on the Bayou;• The Neville Brothers, King Sunny Adll and
his African Beats, Riverboat President, 7:00 p.m. & Midnight* ($20.00 gen. adm.).
Pharoah Sanders Quartet with Leon Thomas, N.O. Saxophone Quartet, Alvin Batiste
Group, Spanish Plaza at Riverwalk, 8:30 p.m. (Free Admission).
*Boat remains docked for Midnight concerts.

LOUISIANA HERITAGE FAIR
Fair Grounds Race Track, Aprll24, 25, 26, May 1, 2 & 3, 11 a.m.-7 p.m.
TIM Pair Ground• will not allow coolera of any kind In JIM In-field.

FAIR MENU-OVer 90 different culinill)' delights including file gumbo, barbeQued alligator,
Natchitoches meat pies, blackened redfish, boiled crawfish, shrimp creole, hot baud.in,
red beans and rice, po·boys, jambalaya & more.
FAIR CRAFTS- Over 100 craftsmen from Louisiana
and all over displaying, demonstrating and selling
e 0'-". .LaCO e
•
their work. Plus KOINDU with tra4Jitional African and contemporary African American crafts.
FAIR MUSIC-10 stages of simultaneous music with almost 300 per·
W.l.LJ ·-·- ·- - · - formances. 5 outdoor stages and 5 tents. All types of music.
FRIDAY, APRIL 24- Leon Reobone, Mason Ruffner, Cyril Neville &Uptown Ails tars,
JMI f8) (9]
Terrance Simien & Mallet Playboys, Taste of New Orleans with Wanda Rouzan &
1~A./.~
Lil Sonny Jones, ELS, File, Tenn. Tech Tuba Ensemble,Woodenhead, Dickie Landry,
Phillip Manuel, Mighty Sam McClain Blues Revue with King Nino, StQIYVille Stampers,
-~
Paula and Pontiacs, Exit 209, Johnny Vidacovich Group, Ray Bonneville Blues Band, Creole Oceolas,
Groupa de Fuego, J.D. & Jammers, Boogie Bill Webb, Skip Easterling, Mamou, N.O.C.C.A.. Hammond
St. School, James Black, Faze 2, Thunder & E.B. Skipper, Aline White, Lil Queenie, Cultural Voices,
McDonagh #15, Harmony River, Famous Vocal aires ...
SATURDAY, APRIL 25-Cart Perllins, Jr. Walker & Allstars. Johnny Rivers. Clifton
W~ Chenier, Brownie McGhee, Gatemouth Brown, James Rivers Movement, New
""',:,...__
Leviathan Orch., Wallace Davenpon, John Hammond, Johnny Adams, John Fred &
Playboys, Zachary Richard, Greater St. Stephens B.C. Choir, Jessie Hill, Deacon
John, Beausoleil, Bahamas Junkanoo Revue, Timeless Allstars, Exuma, Oanny Barker, Oliver Morgan,
Ruben Gonzalez, Chosen Few. Bryan Lee, Bois Sec Ardoin, Caledonian Dancers & Pipes & Drums,
Samaroo Jets of Trinidad, Walter Payton, Joe Louis Walker, Reggie Hall, City Light Orch., Brubeck/Laverne
Trio, AI Ferrier, Santiago, Friendly Five, SUNO, Tulane U., Calliope Puppet Theatre, Downtown Jammers ...
SUNDAY, APRil 26-Fats Domino, Jose Feliciano, Allen Toussaint, Irma Thomas, • • • u
Newpon AII·Stars, Toots & Maytals, Dixie Hummingbirds, Frankie Ford, Diny Dozen, "IM~
.Jay McShann, Donald Harrison & Terence Blanchard, Percy Humphrey, AI Belletto, A·
Train, Women of the Calabash, Chris Owens, LA Purchase, Frogman Henry, Rockin'
Oopsie, Cousin Joe, Olympia Brass Band, Wild Magnolias, Alvin Batiste, Dina Kruse, Bobby Mitchell,
Buddy Tate, Tommy Ridgely, Louis Nelson, Scott Hamilton, Teddy Riley, Joe Clay, Spencer Bohren,
Ladies Zulu SA & PC. AI Johnson, Seduction, Harry Connick Jr., Michael White, Dimensions of Faith,
Creole Wild West, Samaroo Jets of Trinidad, 5th Dimension Rollers, SUBR, Olympia Aid SA & PC ...
FRIDAY, MAY 1-Allen Fontenot, John Mayall's Bluesbreakers. Anson Funderburgh & Sam
Myers, Kid Sheik, Tim Williams, Charmaine Neville, Batiste Brothers, Bobby Marchan, Johnny
J. & the Hitmen, Java, Marva Wright, John Mooney & Bluesiana, Sounds of Brazil, Kumbuka
Dance. John Rankin, Mars, St. Augustine H.S., Chris Clifton, Silas Hogan & Guitar Kelly,
Kenny Acosta Blues Band, Jolly Bunch, Hot Strings, Sady Courville & Dennis McGee, The Petries,
Hazel Schlueter. All Star Brass Band, Dillard U., Humble Travelers, Chris Thomas Blues Band. Percussion
Incorporated, Angellettes of Hammond, White Cloud Hunters. Carl LeBlanc, Theron Lewis, Happy Action
Singers...
SATURDAY, MAY 2-Wynton Marsalis, Fabulous Thunderbirds, Raben Cray, Ernie K·Doe, "
Etta James, Rockin' Sidney, Marcia Ball, King Floyd, Onward Brass .Band, Ellis Marsalis,
Dorothy Donegan, O.J. Ekemode, Sweet Honey in the Rock, Corinthians Gospel Singers of 1ML
San Francisco, Roomful of Blues, Earl King, Mallick Folk Performers & Soca/Calypso Band of Trinidad,
Walter Washington, Lazy Lester, Matilda Jones, Red Tyler, Ragtime Orch, Nora Wixted, Golden Eagles,
Shepherd Band, Ensamble Acustlco, Doc Paulin Brass Band, Germaine Bazzle, Clyde Kerr Jr., Buck
Jumpers, Fernest Arceneaux, Puppetears of Ecstasy, Waka Waka, Atchafalaya, AI Farrell, Drink Small,
Avenue Steooers, UNO, Gospel Choralettes, Loyola, St. James B.C. Choir ...
SUNDAY, MAY 3-Neville Brothers, Branford Marsalis, Wilson Pickett,
The Band, Dr. John, Percy Sleoge, Dixi·Kups, Radiators, Moe Bandy,
Pharoah Sanders & Leon Thomas, Butch Thompson, Jean Knight, Katie Webster, Pete Seeger, Kid
Thomas, Ronnie Kale, Luther Kent, Raben Parker, Bobby C~l}ocolate Milk, Aaron Neville, Richard
ThOmpson, Bruce Daigrepont, Earl Turbinton, Russ Russell, YOung Tuxedo Brass Band, Ritmo Caribeno,
White Eagles, Willie Tee, Alex Chilton, Boozoo Chavis, Big Boy Henry, Pfister Sisters. Fun Lovers
SA & PC. Zion Harmonizers, Willie Metcalf, Jazz Couriers. Lady Charlotte, Xavier U, Astral Project,
Gospel Soul Children, Heralds of Christ, Casa Samba.
•CDNTlNENTAL '*This is a paniallist; a complete list with performance times will be available
~ EASTERN on the grounds. (Schedule subject to change.)
TICKET INFORMATION-Heritage Fair adult tickets-$6.00
in advance. $8.00 at gate. Children's tickets-$1.50 in advance,
$2.00 at gate. Tickets for all events are available at all Ticketmaster outlets or by mail order from New Orleans Jazz & Heritage
Festival, P.O. Box 2530, N.O., LA 70176. For further information
call (504) 568.()251. To charge tickets by phone to MasterCard
or VISA call (504) 1188-8181.
lncanadonal Hocel {IV '
For special festival rate, call 800/535-7783. Other hotels
offering special rates are Pallas Suites Hotel, 800/535-6652,
and le Pavilion, 504/581·3111.
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The Neville Brothers' New
Album ••• You Be The Judge
You didn't expect them to play
"Hey, Pocky Way" forever, did
you? Or did you? The Neville
Brothers' new album Uptown is a
far cry from what the Brothers have
been doing on Tipitina' s stage for
all these many years. Do you love
the change , or do you hate it? Does
this sound like it will go top ten or
does it still sound like Lulu singing
" To Sir With Love" ? Who best
can review the new Neville Broth-

RECORD

ers' album but the people themselves, meaning you. (Besides, our
writers are way too cowardly to
touch this one.) Write us and let us
know what you think . We' ll publish
as many of your comments as
possible. Send your review (25
words or less) of the Neville Brothers' new album Uptown to
Wavelength, P.O. Box 15667, New
Orleans, LA 701 75. Reviews must
be signed , with return addresses.

N G

N E W S

Buckwheat Zydeco has been signed by Island Records to an album deal.
Co-producers will be Chris Blackwell and writer Ted Fox. Cajun rocker
Zachary Richard's two-volume record set is available now locally or through
Floyd Soileau in Ville Platte. Scott Goudeau's new record, Nick of Time, is on
the record shelves now, as is Johnny Magnie's live album, Now Appearing on
Rabadash Records. With Magnie were Leigh (Li'l Queenie) Harris, Pfister
Sister Susie Malone, and the Song Dogs' Alison Young.
Black Top releases for this month are Snooks Eaglin, Baby Your Can Get
Your Gun! and Hubert Sumlin's Blues Party.
·
Also out this month are two records by the Neville Brothers, Uptown on
EMI/Rounder, and Neville-ization II on Spindletop, as well as Mason Ruffner's
Columbia release, Gypsy Blood, produced by Dave Edmunds.
The Radiators have now officially signed with Epic Records. Their album
.is to be recorded at Southlake Studios in New Orleans sometime in June.
Vance Degeneres and Steve Fisher of Gina Shock's Band have been signed
to Capitol. Miles Copeland, of IRS Records, is managing the band ...

lJneleBea's"Rke
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IN DEFENSE 0 F
NEW ORLEANS
JAZZ MUSICIANS
ED. NOTE:
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8115 Jeannette
•'
'" "h block off Carrollton ~
.'
near Oak Street
~·
Mon-Thur 11:00 am-9:30pm
Fri & Sat 11 :00 om-10:00 pm
SUSHI, NOODLES,
SAlADS, GRILLED MEATS

FOR TAKE OUT OR ...

The following is an excerpt from
an article by Englishman Marcel
Joly, published after last year's
Jazz Festival in Terry Dash's excellent publication, Footnotes,
Dedicated to New Orleans Music,
available by writing 66 High Street,
Me/bourn, Royston, Hertfordshire,
England SG8 6AJ.
It should come as 110 surprise
that there is a publication dedicated
to Ne_w Orleans music published
from a small town in England,
since many of the true admirers of
our city's music come from far
away, but it is pleasantly surprising
to find writers who appreciate and
understand the circumstances and
hardships experienced by our city's
musicians, and still love the music.
That's one of the joys of Jazz Fesrival time, to share our pride in our
hometown and watch others
appreciate what we are so proud of
ourselves.
NEW ORLEANS 1986-

Champagne
Sunday
Brunch
11-3PM
featuring:
AMASA MILLER - Pianist
12-3PM
LEIGH "LI'L QUEENIE"
HARRIS - vocalist l-3PM

1011 Decatur Street
New Orleans, LA 70116
(504) 561-8354
6 Wavelength • MAY

his was my eleventh trip to
New Orleans. Going there, year after year, is wonderful and I already
'look forward to next April to make
it a dozen. Sometimes I feel that
these regular and frequent trips also
bring some drawbacks with them.
Compared to my first visit in 1977 I
am today much more aware of
what's happening on the scene and
also behind the scene, and now and
again I look back to that first visit
-when I gazed at everything
starry-eyed with a bittersweet feeling of nostalgia and lost innocence.
Some people seem to keep that innocence even after several visits. ·
and. in a way, I envy them.
You don't know what I am talking about? Let me give you a small
example. It's intermission time at
Storyville. Wendel Brunious walks
to my table to have a drink and a
chat. A Norwegian jazz fan - I
think he's a journalist, starts talking
to Wendell. "Wendell," he says,
"you played very well tonight. You
did shock many New Orleans jazz
fans two years ago, when you played on that boat with Linda Hopkins." Wendell looks at him with a
complete lack of understanding. He
really doesn't know what the man is
talking about. Sure he remembers
the occasion. sure he played with
Linda Hopkins on the SS President . .. and what about it? Anything wrong with playing a job with
a popular soul and rhythm and
blues artist? Two completely different worlds meet here: the world of
the European jazz fan with its rigid

standards. its naive concern with
purity of style and its nostalgia for
times gone by and the real. and
sometimes hard, world of a professional musician trying to make a
living playing music in his native
city. I don't blame the Norwegian
jazz fan. I probably could have
spoken the same words some years
ago, maybe I even will speak like
that sometimes, but I don't think so
because, as I said. the innocence is
gone. I now know too much about
the problems, the frictions. the daily struggle for life faced by a musician in this city, the most musical
city in the USA.
If all this sounds pedant, I am
truly sorry, but I think it needs to
be said.
Can you imagine the frustration
when you have built up a solid,
hard-working, six-piece band playing several nights a week at the
same club, and the owner calls you
to tell you you have to cut down
the size of the band because all the
Bourbon Street joints have fivepiece bands? Can you image the anger and discord caused by such
things? Can you imagine the
frustration when the boss tells you
that the tourists will come anyway,
even if he puts an accordian player
on that stage?
This is happening in New
Orleans today, but hasn't this been
happening always all through the
history of this music? Harold Dejan
told me about the time he had a
good band at a certain club and another musician (a member of the
same band!) went talking to the
club owner and told him he would
bring in a band for half the money.
The next day Harold's band was
fired. This happened thirty or forty
years ago. It is not without reason
that most of our heroes had a dayjob besides being musicians.
Remember George Lewis being a
longshoreman and Perry Humphrey
selling insurance?

The ideas of purity of style were
made by critics and writers. Very
few musicians share them. Try to
ask one of the old-timers to describe what kind of music he was
playing forty years ago. You'll be
puzzled by the answers you get!
"We had a good band, we played
all kinds of stuff. you J..now ...
"Did you play traditional New
Orleans music?" "'Sure we did. we
played Dixieland like they play today. we also played some Jimmy
Lunceford arrangements and some
Duke Ellington you know. well
whatever was popular during those
days ... I'm not quoting verbatim.
but I'm not making up this answer
either. I've got answers like this all
the time whenever I interviewed the
same people whom most European
jazz fans consider examples of purity of style. Didn't George Lewis
base his famous Sr. Philip Street
Breakdo11'11 on Woody Herman's
Chip'.v Boogie Woogie? Wasn't
Tommy Dor,~ey one of Louis Nelson· s favorite trombone players·'
Didn't Albert Burbank at one time
try" to sound like Benny Goodman?
To hell with purity! It's a small
miracle New Orleans music retained
so many characteristics that set it
apart from any other music in the
world. Could. to take an extreme
example. the Dirty Dozen Brass
Band. with their mixture of rhythm
and blues. modern jazz. Mardi Gras
music and traditional New Orleans
brass band music. come from anywhere else than New Orleans?
Could the music of the Neville
Brothers. Dr. John and Allen Toussaint originate elsewhere? I'm not
trying to~ say you should like all of
this because it comes from New
Orleans; I' ni only try ing to open
eyes for the fact that New Orkans
music today is not a museum piece
but a living. changing and evolving
music. just like it has been for
almost a century.

-Marcel Joly

OI·lli!l·ll)l;hU:t•l'I*iJ welcomes home

The Neville Brothers

Band will be appearing live! .
Friday, May 1st 3:00p.m. at

• Magazine St. at Octavia 891-4026
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NEVILLE BROTHERS
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A History of the Neville Brothers
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INTERVIEW

MASON RUFFNER
REDACTED BY _.ASON PATTERSON

i .1first heard ofMason when I went
to the Jazz Festival in New Orleans a
couple of years ago and dropped in at
this club on Bourbon Street where he
was playing. What I saw knocked me
out and we became fast friends. I was
so impressed with Mason's playing
that I asked him to open for the Firm
on our last tour of America. I just
listened to Gypsy Blood, and all I can
say is, 'Look out, Mason Ruffner has
arrived.'~
-Jimmy Page
March 23, 1987

M

ason Ruffner was in town in
February for Mardi Gras gigs
on the Riverboat President that
included a taping for MTV. Last
.month he returned to tape a video for
his second album, produced by Dave
Edmonds for CBS Associated Labels
entitled Gypsy Blood. It's been over a
year now since the singer/guitarist ended his nine-year stint of playing his
Louisiana influenced rockin' blues in
local clubs and started his ascent as a
recording artist. With his second
album just released, we asked Ruffner
'how he got the attention of a major
record label. .

Ruffner: Of course, the- Nevilles
were way ahead of me along with
Luther Kent and the Radiators, as far
as being around here; they paid a lot
more dues and were better known
locally than me, but my thing was
Bourbon Street [p'Jaying regularly
first at the 544 Club, then the Absinthe Bar]. I think one advantage I had
was that everybody who came to town
would visit th&e and not visit someplace like the Maple Leaf because
they dido 't know about that, but
everybody knows about Bourbon
Street.
I was playing for people from all
over the world and some of them were
rock 'n' roll celebrities like Stevie
Ray Vaughn and Jimmy Page. A fel-

low from CBS had heard about me
through Steve Forbert, who was another guy who had come down here
and sat in with me who used to be with
CBS. When he came to visit the town,
he came and saw me and really liked
my show, talked to me on a break and
asked if I'd send him some tapes.
l qidn 't really . have any quality
tapes to send him, but he called me
and kept asking me so I stuck a mike
up in the club one night and sent him a
tape of a live performance. He in tum
gave it to Tony Martel, the head of
Associated Labels at CBS and Martel
offered me a recording contract. Just
like that.

W• "'&your "-lc 011e recfinl
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musical instruments
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Exactly. It was your typical 'not a
great deal' contract. Not a big budget
compared to what the pop bands get
today.
·

Did you feel you bad good
..,....,.,.,... , .. tlleflotialillfl

,. dean

Yeah, because another guy l had
met while doing my Bourbon Street
stuff was Mike Belkon, who's my
manager now, and he had heard about
me through a Bruce Springsteen article that I was mentioned in. [Springsteen had also seen Ruffner in New
Orleans.] He chatted with me and left
his card. He's a promoter and has a

management company out of Cleveland. When CBS offered me the contract, he was the onfy one I really
knew. I didn't know any managers
around here ... or I didn't want to be
with them quite honestly. So I checked this guy out and heard nothing but
good things about him; he was respected in the business and I like him
as a person. I signed with him and he
represented me at the negotiations.
All those legalities were far, far
more than I ever dreamed, I was always having to sign more papers and
had to hire a lawyer to watch the
lawyer. It's really something. And
these guys are like $150 an hour so
you could be broke in a day just trying
to"sign one contract. But you've got to
do it because I've read about so many

NEW ORLEANS ACADEMY OF
FINE ARTS
5256 Magazine Str.eet

Classes beginning in June:
Life Painting
Portrait
Landscape
Beginning Drawing
Life Drawing
Watercolor
Sculpture

Call 899·8 t t t for

Art History
Color Theory
Beginning Painting
Special Projects
Drawing in Color
Calligraphy
Mono-Printing

brochur~.

people suing each other and I didn't
want that to happen. I'd rather spend a
little extra money at first and try to get
everything lined up, which I think I
pretty much have done so far.

,_ . . . . , . , ,. , . , il .....
co•pany 1. doing • •econfl
record, flto ...,.,.. , . ,INwo
. . . . all rlglrl• .. , . , lrve1
I think in a business sense, the first
one has a ways to go on CBS's end. In
other words, I think I've gotten the
best end of the deal so far. But the
thing that worked in my case was not
that I sold so many records the first
time; it was my perfonnance.
I got on these pretty major tours and
all the CBS people came out in all the
cities and I really knocked them out. I
also got supposedly unbelievable
press: a full-page article in Rolling
Stone, and all the major newspapers,
the New York Times, the Los Angeles
Times, Chicago, Atlanta, Dallas, all
those big papers said good things
about my record. The New York Daily News picked my record as one of
the top ten albums of 1985, believe it
or not. So that was a big thing and one
reason why they tripled the budget for
my latest album and got me with who I
consider is one of the greatest producers in the world , Dave Edmunds, and
gave us anything we wanted.

Wltal are •••• of lito Ill·
Norene•• IJolwoon lito lim
,._,.,..,,. . . .1

Well, there's a definite change. I
think the big change is Dave
Edmunds. He brought out the best in
me by really pushing me. I sent him
twenty songs that I thought were
pretty cool and he'd say 'No, I don't
think thts is quite it; send me some
more.' So I'd get pissed and say
'okay, I'm going to show you and
everybody else and write something
real good.' That brought out some
songs in me that made the record more
happening, I think.
But also on this one we really stepped on the gas. It's real up tempo and I
guess more contemporary sounding,
but if you listen, it's still me.

flo,..,,..,,.., ....... -
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With me it's just been a real slow
late bloomer process. Many times
over the years I really gave up. I didn't
know if I'd ever get this far and I've
still got a long way to go in the business. But you know sometimes it
doesn't look very promising and you
feel ignored, but for the most part I
liked what I was doing and I was having fun. I enjoyed playing all the
places and people were good to me.
They let me play and I feel I was
always treated fairly . I didn't make a
lot of money but, hell, I didn't make
them a lot of money at times so I can't
complain. They let me play and that
was the main thing.
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Hopping Tedious
Judy Davis' strong performance
in a good role makes
Kangaroo almost bearable.

B

DORRE STREET

ased on D. H. Lawrence's novel
of the same title, Kangaroo
traces the journey of a British
writer and his German wife, not even
thinly disguised versions of D.H. and
Frieda Lawrence, from Europe to Australia in the 1920s. Fed up with the
politics and lifestyle there, the writer
seeks an alternative, and fmds a very
different way of life in Sydney, but
condemns it as well. He is haughty
and arrogant, . impossible to please,
and unjustly blessed with a sassy, interesting wife who puts up with his
wimpy platitudes and loves him as
well.
Kangaroo's audience, as well as
the Mrs., must put up with quite a bit
of tedium. This pale, uneventful story
moves about as quickly as a math
class on a sunny Friday afternoon.
Judy Davis as Harriet is the only
bright spot and saving grace. You will
recognize the Australian actress from
My Brilliant Career and Passage to
India, and in Kangaroo she plays a
German woman ably with German
precision and attitude. One would not
want to cross Davis' Harriet.
Her well written, well delivered
lines bring the point, however slight,
of the story together into some sort of
intelligent order. She can epitomize
the vast gulf between the male and
female way of looking at the world in
a single comment or look, and she is
invariably right. For example, she
ascribes the active interest in fascism
of their neighbor John to his being a
soldier being bored with civilian life
and craving excitement; a boy yearning for the toys of war in a time of
peace. Her husband, impressed with
the lack of a political nature in Australia, comments that the country is
this way because no blood has been
shed on its land- no civil war, no
revolution has been fou&ht there. The

feminine reaction to such a statement,
generally, is "so what?" Harriet is
able to view the aspirations to power
and war as entertainment for grown up
boys, without hating them for it. She
is not anti-male, just so accurately
aware of the differences and more
conscious about everything than any
other character in this passionless
play.
Meanwhile, her writer-husband
(Colin Friels) vacillat~s between a
socialist workers' union and a fascist
party, the latter headed by an enigmatic, power hungry leader called Kangaroo. Kangaroo desperately wants
the assistance of the well known writer to support their cause. Friels fritters
away in indecisio~. being intersted in
this man's passion, but neither committing to or rejecting his organization. He seems more interested in the
fact that something, anything, is
brewing beneath the apathetic surface
of Australian life than in the Kangaroo's actual beliefs.
But it is Harriet, again, who is able
to draw from the Kangaroo the real,
perverse attitudes of his ideology and
inner being. She boldly visits the secluded guru, and with the best line of
the movie ("Is there a Mrs. Kangaroo?"), she begins to get to the core of
his debased ways. His distorted view
of the world is a reaction, at least in
part, to his personal and internal life.
Colin Friels, a standout in Australian films in the past, and much
more attractive and charismatic without his Lawrencian beard, is over~
shadowed here by Davis, his real life
wife. But this could~ the fault of the
out and out imbalimce of his weak
character alongside her strong one,
rather than a flaw in his acting skill.
Still,' there is little fire or anything
memorable in his performance. Julie
Nihill as the less complicated female

Judy Davis and Colin Friels in Kangaroo, based on the D.H. Lawrence novel
neighbor Vicki is well cast, along
with John Walton as her husband, the
working man who likes to riot and kill
in his time off. Hugh Keays-Byme as
Kangaroo is suitably borderline maniacal and sexually ambiguous, but not
quite right on the money. The direction by Tim Burstall overall is lukewarm, especially noticeable, for example, in the climactic riot scene
which was as powerful as · a poorly
sung lullaby.
... Directed by Tim Burstall; starring Judy
Davis, Colin Friels, Julie Nihill, John Walton,
Peter Cummins, Hugh Keays-Byrne. At the Prytania, May 8-21. ~~

Swimming to Cambodia
Swimming to Cambodia is a landmark film, with actor-writer Spalding
Gray and director Jonathan Derome
teaming together to produce an amazing result. Before the movie, before
the book, Swimming to Cambodia
was a one-man theatrical performance
of Gray's monologues, largely about
his experiences as an actor in the film
The Killing Fields. "Theatrical" may
be a misleading term here, though, as

Gray's performance consists of sitting
at a table, drinking a glass of water
and talking to the audience. The film
is the same: a man talking to you.
Although what Gray does is sometimes categorized as performance art,
I prefer to reject the Eighties phraseology and draw on the more old
fashioned term storyteller to describe
this incredible man, as telling stories
is exactly what he does and does so ·
well.
As a person with an attention span
of about 12'12 minutes, I will testify
that this film is neither dry nor boring
despite its lack of visual change. In
fact, I was disappointed when it was
over. I wanted more than 80 minutes.
Different camera angles and lighting
changes are the only variations, underscored by complementary music
by Laurie Anderson. Clips from The
Killing Fields and a map of Cambodia
and environs make their appearances,
but there are absolutely no tricks other
than one man telling captivating stories thathold the attention of even a
wandering mind like mine. Comparison must be acknowledged with Derome's Stop Making Sense, which
presented the music of Talking Heads

the Squirrel Cage
7!>0? Maple Street • New Orleans. LA 70IIH • !>04-H()().;,4:n
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RECORD STORE
in a similar, no nonsense style, and
yet remained exciting by letting the
music do its own talking.
Much of Swimming's subject matter deals With the history of Cambodia
and the devastation of war and genocide. Gray confessed to Killing Fields
director Roland Joffe, before he was
cast, that he was not a political person. He claims he never even voted
before. "Perfect!" said Joffe.
"We're looking for someone to play
the American ambassador's aide." So
here is an apolitical man not becoming
a convert , but becoming aware
through the business of traveling and
making a movie. Gray brings us behind the scenes in Cambodia, and behind the scenes on a movie set, two
drastically separate realities. Between
tales of death and tales of takes, Gray
weaves stories about trains and phobias, New York apartment life and
Bangkok prostitutes, South African
mentors and coincidence and the
search for something as private as a
Perfect Moment. Anyone who has
traveled anywhere knows of what he
speaks.
Spalding Gray is both an eccentric
and ordinary mjln, off the wall, yet
close to everyday reality. He is so
entertaining throughout the film,
wise, and very funny . He can make an
absolutely dreadful sounding conversation with a dangerous oaf in an
Amtrak lounge car into something

worthwhile - a story with a point. It
reminds one of that magic that is
gleaned from taking such non-perfect
moments as that, and making them
rich and important by translating them
into a story, heard and appreciated by
others.
Swimming to Cambodia contains
many stories with points, and an
awful lot to digest. The book is helpful to aid digestion, and also reaffirms
how brilliant this material is, that such
apparently unrelated subject matter
succeeds on the stage, the page, and
the screen.
.. . Presented by Cinecom Pictures; written and
performed by Spalding Gray; directed by
Jonathan Demme; director of photography,
John Bailey; production designed by Sandy
Mcleod; edited by Carol Littleton; music by
Laurie Anderson; executive producers, Lewis
Allen and Peter Newman; associate producer,
Edward Saxon; produced by R. A. Shafransky.
'Cl'Cl'Cl%

LOCAL
PRODUCTION NOTES
~ Les Blank will present two of
his recent films at UNO on Wednesday, May 6. The San Francisco-based
documentary filmmaker is well
known for a wide range of films, including Burden ofDreams about Werner Herzog's Fitzcarraldo, and the
made-in-New Orleans classic Always
For Pleasure. The films to be
screened are H uey Lewis and the

News: BE-FORE! , a 31-rninute look
behind the scenes at the making of an
MTV video in the Bahamas, and GapToothed Women , which explores the
self-images of women who share in
common a space between their two
front teeth. Don't miss this opportunity- May 6, 7 p.m., Math 102 on
the UNO campus.
Blank has been in Louisiana for
several weeks to complete shooting
on two films he began a couple years
ago, one on Cajun food and one on
Cajun music. His other current projects include a live concert film of Ry
Cooder, a feature length film for Huey
Lewis and the News shot all over the
world, and a documentary on SerbianAmerican music shot partially in Chicago.
~ A Gathering of Old Men, an
American Playhouse production
fUmed in Thibodaux last fall, will be
aired on CBS on May 10. Dirt:cted by
German Volker Schlondorff (Death of
a Salesman, The Tin Drum), the drama stars Louis Gossett, Jr. , Joe Seneca, Richard Widmark and several local actors, including Stocker Footelieu and Danny Barker. Check local
listings for time.
~ New Orleans videographer
Stevenson Palfi (Piano Players,
Don't Start Me Talkin' ) has been
awarded a Guggenheim Fellowship in
video, one of the most competitive
fellowships in the arts.
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FOR SALE

Since 1980 The Underground has
been Las Vegas' only alternative
music store supporting the
independent industry. We carry
imported records, Creepers,
T-shirts, posters and domestic
independents. This is an excellent
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business in the fastest growing
community in the Unitea States.
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The Northernmost Port
Many Caribbean acts at the
Jazz Fest would feel at home
on New Orleans streets.

H

GENE SCARANlUZZO

ighlighting the fact that New
Orleans is the northernmost
port of the Caribbean has always been one of the underlying goals
of this column, and rarely is it easier
to make the point than at Jazz Fest
time. The Festival continues each
year to bring in Caribbean and African
acts that would find themselves as at
home in New Orleans' streets as they
do in their homeland.
Neighborhood gangs that devote
most of the year to preparing costumes and music in order to hit the
streets at carnival time to prove
they're the best will immediately
bring the New Orleans Mardi Gras
Indians to most people's minds. But
this tradition manifests itself in a variety of ways on a number of different
Caribbean islands, and once agam this
year we'll have the one chance to witness a couple of examples.
The best example of the gang tradition will be the parade at the Fairgrounds by the Bahamas Junkanoo
Review. Word is out that this ju-
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year designing their costumes in secret and practicing their music. For the
last two years at Jazz Fest, the Saxons
brought imitation costumes of painted
cardboard, claiming that their real
costumes (fashioned out of multiple
layers of papier mache) were too fragile to carry on the plane flights. I'm
really hoping that the Valley Boys
will bring the real thing so that Jazz
Fest visitors will get to see the beauty
and complexity of their costume
work.
The government of Trinidad/
Tobago will be sending three different
acts to the Jazz Fest this year, one of
which is a "stage size" version
(approximately six members) of a
huge steel drum orchestra called the
Samaroo Jets. On first glance it ma"y
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nkanoo gang from Nassau, Bahamas,
is actually the notorious Valley Boys,
the rival gang of the Saxons who have
appeared at the Festival the last few
years.
When the junkanoo gangs hit Bay
Street atjunkanoo time in Nassau, the
two groups to watch out for are the
Saxons and the Valley Boys, so we've
really been getting the chance to see
Nassau's best. The Valley Boys (or
Bahamas Junkanoo Review) will
present both a parade and an electrified stage act. The parade is indicative
(on a very small scale) of what occurs
in Nassau for junkanoo, while the
stage act is more like what the Neville
Brothers used to do when they would
bring some of the Wild Tchoupitoulas
onto their stage. The featured singers
for the stage performance will be
familiar to many, since they've
appeared most years here with the
Saxons. They are Dr. Offfff, Rafael
Munnings and Bahama Mama.
The junkanoo gangs, like the Mardi
Gras Indians, spend the better part of a

might encounter along the way. These
were the same gangs who earlier in the
century had used the tamboo bamboo
sticks at carnival for music (and warfare). When tam boo bamboo was banned from carnival, these gangs began
appearing with pots, pans and other
one note metal objects which later developed into steel drums as we know
them today. For many years (some
be hard to believe, but these steel
drum groups also have their roots in
the gang tradition.
In the earliest days of pan (steel
drums), the instrument made its
appearance at carnival time slung
around the necks of neighborhood
gangs which wandered along the
roads leading into Port of Spain,
clashing with any rival gangs that they
say even to this day) pan players have
had a bad reputation stemming from
the numerous violent confrontations
that would erupt between rival gangs.
The true steel gangs have dis. appeared over the years, evolving into
the enormous orchestras which appear
in the annual Panorama (and the recently established summertime music
festival), and who are mobile by
means of wheeled platforms. A few
years back, the early steel gang tradition was revived (without the violence) for carnival by a number of
small bands, dubbed "pan round the
neck" bands. They have increased in
number to the point that there is now a
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yearly "Pan Round the Neck" competition which takes place a few days
before Panorama.
The Samaroo Jets are a typically
large steel drum orchestra who each
year makes a good showing at the
Panorama, sometimes making it to the
finals. Like all the main steel bands
\such as Despers, Phase II Pan
Groove and Renegades), the Jets
number over 100 members, however,
they have a much smaller "stage
size'' unit which tours and appears at
small functions. It's the Jets' stage
size band that will be here for Jazz
Fest.
The government of Trinidad/
Tobago will also be sending two other
representatives of the islands' culture,
an as yet un-named socalcalypso
group, and a traditional cultural gr~>Up
called the MaiUck Folk Performers
who are renowned throughout Trinidad as frequent winners of the ''Prime
Minister's Best Village" competition.
This "best village" competition in
Trinidad is a nationwide event in
which each community presents a
brief example of their local culture,
either through music, acting, dance,
costumes, etc. The judges travel
around the countryside, beginning
about April, to select the 100 or so
semi-finalists who will then be invited
to bring their presentation to the
Queen's Park savannah in Port of
Spain. One of the most consistent
winners at the finals has been the Mal-

lick Folk Performers. Their presentations have been described as
''African in nature'' and is sure to
interest all lovers of African, Caribbean and New Orleans culture.
While we're speaking of Trinidad!
Tobago, first reports indicate that
Carnival '87 was a great season for
soca and calypso music. It was also
the second year in a row that steel
drums were a major focus of the
calypsonians, sparked in part by the
passing two years ago of the infamous
pan maker/leader of the Desperadoes
Steel Band, Rudolph "Charlo"
Charles. It was coincidental but fitting
that in last year's carnival music, steel
drums themselves were almost toally
absent, reflecting the deep sense of
loss that many Trinidadians felt.
Although the sound of pan was missing, Rudolph Charles was eulogized

in a number of calypsoes in '86, the
best of which, "The Hammer,"
brought the calypso crowd to David
Rudder.
But a more lasting tribute to
Charles is an awakened interest in pan
as an endangered cultural identity of
Trinidad/Tobago. Calypsonians Lord
Kitchener and Black Stalin have been
making this point for years, Stalin especially powerfully with IS calypso of
six years ago called "Wey I Band."
So it was very appropriate that the
calypso monarchy was bestowed
upon Stalin this year for his pan anthem "Mr. Pan Maker."
Stalin is one of the few true Rasta
calypsonians from Trinidad, always
coming on strong with lyrical messages. The other song that he checked
in with this year at the monarchy finals was a familiar Rasta indictment
entitled "Burn Dem," which begs St.
Peter to be prepared to cast into the
fire world leaders like Thatcher,
Reagan and Botha. Both "Burn
Dem" and "Mr. Pan Maker" appear
on Stalin's album I Time which can be
found on the B's label out of New
York City.
Also on B' s is another great pan
tune called "Pan in A Minor" from
Kitch's latest, The Grand Master.
Kitch also had a silly soca about cockroaches called "Ka Ka Roach,"
which was a road march contender.
The road march turned out, however,
to be "Is Thunder" by Duke, a surprise winner.

But neither Stalin nor Duke were
able to score a dramatic triumph like
Gypsy did last year with his hardhitting calyps.> ''The Sinking Ship.''
This song, which harshly criticized
the PNM government for ineptitude
and corruption. actually helped bring
about an early election last fall which
ousted the PNM government which
had maintained control of Trinidad/
Tobago since the early Sixties when
the islands gained their Independence.
Fortunately for us in New Orleans,
it ' s this new Trinidadian government's efforts to promote the island's culture which is gi.ving us the
opportunity to check out some of their
best traditional and pop groups at this
year's Jazz Fest.
Caribbean music lovers will want
to know that a number of Jamaican
reggae shows will occur during Jazz
Fest week (Toots & the Maytals,
Mighty Diamonds and Gen. Trees),
but they should also be aware
that New Orleans has its share of Caribean and African inspired local '
groups who will also be performing at
the Fairgrounds and around town.
Look for reggae bands One Us, Selas·
sie I Servants, Shephard Band,
Cyril Neville's Uptown Allstars, as
well as Bahamas-born Exuma. On
the Latin side are Ritmo Caribeno,
Ruben Gonzales, Groupa de Fuego,
Los s-ensations Latino, Ensamble
Acustico de Guatemala and Casa
Samba.
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Beneath African Pop
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The unity, love and energy of African Music
will be on stage at the Jazz Fest

E

••

GENE SCARANlUZ:Z:O

a letter to the editor in the current
ssue of the Reggae & African
eat magazine, a reader firmly
states that it's time for critical commentaries to be written about reggae
records instead of fluff journalism
which wholeheartedly accepts any
new release just because it's reggae. I
agree with this sentiment in relation to
all Caribbean and African music.
Until recently, the American press
didn't care much about making any
commentaries on African music. But
following on the heels of Fela' s recent
tour and the release of Paul Simon's
Graceland lp, there is a growing interst in African pop as evidenced by
articles in Spin, Rolling Stone, Time,
etc., as well as National Public Radio
(NPR) segments on Les Quatres
Etoiles (The Four Stars), Fela and
Ladysmith Black Mambazo.
Since we're complete novices in
the field of African pop critique,
American coverage has mostly taken
the form of blind, uncritical fluff, a
combination of awed praise with a

minimum of understanding. Fela's
tour turned into somewhat of a media
event, with reports of mysterious
rhythms and witchdoctor-like musicians. This reaction was in direct contrast to that of many longtime African
music fans who found certain aspects
of Fela's show to be disturbing. (A
recent issue of Reggae & African Beat
contains the only insightful commentary that I've found on the tour.)
The positive result of such coverage will be that more Americans than
ever will open themselves up to African pop. But my hope is that these
people will go further than Fela's records. Fela's music, political stance
and general intense, confrontational
demeanor onstage is the antithesis of
practically all other styles of African
pop music.
The element which I love the most
about the live shows we've seen from
Senegal, the Gambia, Nigeria, South
Africa, Zaire and Ghana has been the
spirit onstage of unity, love and
positiveness. More energy for change

Monday: Apri127
The Mardi Gras ShoW
Charmaine Neville &
Real Feelings
File- C . n Dance Band
The aJU
The Best of1, "

Tuesday: April 28

Wednesday: April 29
Thursday: April 30

"le Bon Ton Rou e·

'

..

A DRC PRODUcr!e';~ns, LA 70118
2224 Pine Street,
(504) 866-488°
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in our world struggle can be· drawn
from this approach than from the
fiercest confrontational stance.
I still contend that critics of Paul
Simon's Graceland missed the point
with their demand that any project involving S.A. be confrontational in nature. The subtle power of Grace/and
is only now coming to light. Contrary
to what my pessimistic side predicted,
S.A. music is becoming an object of
interest here. And as more and more

Americans see performances of S.A.
artists, they will realize that spiritual
strength and joy can go hand in hand,
even in S.A. A year from now, in
retrospect, I believe that we'll recognize that Graceland, regardless of
Simon's true motives, opened the
doors to a new level of nationwide
dialogue and understanding of S.A.
We'll have two opportunities to
confirm this belief in African music
during the second weekend of the Jazz

11:00 pm
8:30pm

11:30 pm
11:00 pm

Keep your feet as happy as your
ears with walking shoes from Phidippides ...
Choose from AVIA, NEW BALANCE, DYNACOIL
and CONVERSE, all designed to be in tune
with your tootsies. J fi
1500 Calhoun Street
Bring in your Jazz Fest
Uptown New Orleans
ticket stub and
3 blocks off St. Charles
Monday-Friday 10-6:30 Saturday 10-6
get $5oft your
walking shoes
891-9333

Fest when we'll be served two Nigerian treats ... Orlando Julius (O.J.)
Ekemode and his Nigerian Allstars
and the juju king Sunny Ade and his ·
African Beats. I predict that no one
will walk away from these shows
without believing in the positive power of African music.
For those who don't know O.J.
Ekernode, be prepared to be knocked
out. 0 .J. has a long history as an
Afrobeat pioneer, with a recording
career that began in Nigeria back in
the late Fifties. Those familiar with
Fela's Afrobeat style will be pleasantly surprised to· hear the much wider
variety of sounds in O.J. 's music,
encompassing not only Fela's jazzsoul drive, but also Nigerian drumming styles and even a touch of rock.
Nigerian music is quite varied,
ranging from the eastern lbos' guitar.
bands and highlife bands to the western Yorubas' drum styles of shakara,
juju, apala, and fuji to the mid-west
guitar band sounds of Sir Victor
Uwaifo and Sonny Okosun's ozzidi.
O.J. 's music incorporates all of
this, creating .an infectious rhythm
that is inescapable once heard. The
last time he appeared in New Orleans,
at Tipitina's, people were on the
dance floor with the opening chords
from the band. His band, presently
called the Nigerian Allstars, is made
up of excellent musicians, many of
whom passed through New Orleans
on previous tours with King Sunny
Ade and Sonny Okosuns.

The lyrics of 0 .J. 's music are mostly in .the Yoruba language, and most
are religious or light in nature, praising people, food and love. However,
he uses his positive energy to get certain messages across about the need
for unity and understanding. These he
sings in English, like in "Be
Counted" and "From Selma to Soweto," both excellent songs that O.J.
has recorded but not yet released on
disc. The only album by O.J. that will
be readily available is Dance
Afrobeat, released in 1984 on the
Afrobeat Records label.
The other Nigerian performer at
this year'~ Jazz Fest is King Sunny
Ade, the juju innovator who has been
introducing new sounds into this
Yoruba pop music. Ade's collaboration with producer Martin Meissonnier in 1982 opened the door for Ade
to become a bit more hip (in Western
terms) than the other leaders of juju
music in Nigeria. He is the first to
have marketed separate releases for
European and American ears that feature guest stars like Stevie Wonder
and which contain shortened songs (as
opposed to Nigerian releases which
consist of one very long song per
side).
It's uncertain as to exactly what
lineup of musicians King Sunny will
bring with him on this trip. At the
conclusion of his second American
tour in 1984, 6e let his entire band go,
many of whom have stayed on the
west coast to join other U.S.-based

Nigerian bands. On previous visits to
New Orleans, he put forth a wall of
sound produced by five electric
guitars, pedal steel guitar (played by
the great Demola Adepoju), electric
vibes, bass, and plenty of singers and
drummers (including the amazing
talking drums). In part, his signature
sound is due to the high number of
guitars whose sustained chords tend to
make the music flow while at the same
time pulsing underneath with heavy
bass and drums. And while I've heard
all kinds of variations of great juju,
King Sunny Ade's music is still the
only one that has catchy melodies that
remain in your head long afterward.
Those who get turned on by juju
music will be happy to know that quite
a few juju records are available on
domestic labels. King Sunny did
several for Island Records, all produced by Martin Meissonnier. The
best overall sample of his music is
found on the lp entitled si!llply Juju
Music, although the very short cuts
are not typical of juju in general.
At the Jazz Fest, African music lovers will also want to look for several
local
African-influenced
artists ... Percussion, Incorporated,
Alfred "Uganda" Roberts, and
Kumbuku Dance & Drums. In addition, some interesting examples of
percussion and acappella vocals in a
political style will be presented by
Women of the Calabash, Sweet
Honey in the Rock, and the local
Cultural Voices.
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866-1051
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"The Rock 'n' Roll
Store"
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Sam Leandro's New
Orleans & Louisiana 1987
Calendar - $8.95 each.
350 birthdays and over 125
photos of both legendary
contempora ry
and
louisiana musicians, plus hit
records, music history, and
scenes from the New
Orleans Jazz & Heritage
Festival.

~ "I Hear You Knockin'"
- $13.95. Jeff Honnusch's
celebrated book is the story told by those who formulated the traditions of ~ew Orleans music. It is on enthusiastic 'insight into the sounds
of rhythm and blues from the home of the blues. (Second edition,
includes index)

Wavelength Postcards- 50( each, min. order
of 10. liven up your correspondenc e with help from Prof. longhair,
Fats Domino, James Booker, Tom my Ridgely, Robert Po.rker, the
Neville Bros., Irma Thomas, Ernie K-Doe, little Richard, Preservation
Hall Bond, George Porter of the ·Meters, Prof. longhair (with B.B.
King, Roosevelt Sykes, Bukko White) at '73 Jazz Fest, and many
more. We toke' requests for postcard ideas also.

~ Special Edition

~

Back issues -

$4 each. Start or complete a music library with

Wavelength bock issues. A complete list appears in this issue.

~ Wavelength gift subscriptions ore a great way to tune your
friends in to the sounds of New Orleans music each and every month.
$12 one year ($20 foreign); $20 two years ($30 foreign); $28 three
years ($40 foreign).

Sample copies- $2 each. Introduce Wavelength to yourself or
a friend with a sample issue of the current month.

~

$2 each. Hove a favorite N.O. musician? Chances
ore that Wavelength has written about him/her. We'll send you a
reprint of the article of your choice.

~ Reprints -

Please send me the following items:

_ _ _ New Orleans Calendar, SB.95
"I Hear You Knockin'," $13.95
Postcards, SOc (min. order 10) (please indicate which cards)
Back Issues, S4 (please indicate which issues)
I S28 ($40)
Subscriptions, fl S12 (S20t [I S20 (S30)
Sample Copies, S2
Reprints, S2 (please indicate which articles)
Enclosed a m o u n t : - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - [l U.S. funds
Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___
Add~s•----------------------------------

Ci~---------------------------------

State--------------- Zip-------------0 Mastercard C! VISA expiration d o t e - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - enter account number below
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The Lowly Little Single
New singles remind us of the days
when huge stacks of 45s graced
our record shelves.

T

.IANlES LIEN

here was a time when everybody had 45s. No stereo was
complete without a stack of
them nearby. When he was ten, my
older brother used to go every month
or so to the record store and buy the
new Beatles 45 (with the green Granny Smith apple on the label) without
even listening to it first. Another
friend recalls a kleptomaniac phase in
high school, when she skulked out of
record store with huge stacks of them
stuffed in her clothes. Paid for or not,
there was a certain appeal in the little
record with the big fat hole in the
middle; two songs on two sides at a
reasonable price just seemed to make
sense.
The 45 was great for artists too, a
showcase for the proverbial Well
Crafted Rock Song. The B-side opened up room for the artist to include
songs that might be more experimental, or whose mood might not
have been right for their previous
. album. Material that might otherwise
have gathered dust in vaults or the
artist's personal tape collection were
now accessible to the general public.
Unfortunately, though, 45s are on
the skids these days; in most places
they're almost gone from the market
entirely. Record labels now use all
their old leftover seven-inch mailing
envelopes that were designed for
forty-fives to send CDs; most record
stores have even stopped stocking
those little yellow plastic things you
could stick into the middle to play
them without an adapter.
But the non-LP 45 rpm single is not
dead by any means. To many bands it
provides a cheap, affordable, efficient
way to get their music onto vinyl and
to the public. People will take a record, even a Jowly little single, far
more seriously than a hundred miles
of demo tapes, no matter how good
they may sound. There are still artists
out there who believe in the 45, and
here are a few choice ones to look for
in the little bins on the counter at your
local record store.

Yo La Tengo

" For The Turnstiles"/"The Asparagus Song"
Coyote Records, P.O. Box 112, Uptown
Hoboken, NJ 07030
Two songs that bolt right out of the blue, and
neither are available on an LP. On this fantastic
forty-five, these guys from Hoboken give the Yo
La Tengo Treatment to Neil Young's "For The
Turnstiles." The result is some more of that
"melod iclabrasiv~"_g!!itar grunge that's so prevalent these days, sort of like what the Byrds
might have sounded like if they had used stacks
of big Marshall amplifiers along with their Rickenbacker guitars. You can even hear the white
noise whoosh and buzz as one of the boys unplugs his guitar at the end. The B-side is a
majestic, hidden gem of a song, the enigmatic
" Asparagus Song." The lyrics are a little

obscure. but they must mean something to the
singer for him to deliver them with such feeling
and sincerity. A magnificent, haunting piece of
songwriting, "The Asparagus Song" shows this
group's compositional talent. Yo La Tengo are a
band people should be talking about a lot more.
When Nuggets, Volume fifty-six, "The Eighties
Part Nine" comes out twenty years from now,
one of these songs will be on it.

Vertex T.

'This is Not a Test"/"Tell Tronda I Still love
Her"
Beam Records. P. 0. Box 100. Atlanta GA 30301
Vertex T. is another weirdo, this time from
Atlanta, Georgia. The music is weird dance funk
with a similar nuclear fixation, but Vertex T. is
quite a bit more neurotic. This time, when the
big ones start coming in, the singer screams
" What's happening to my VCR? It's melting!
Where's my stress vitamins?" Side two is even
more of an enigma. Apparently, "Tell Tronda 1
Still love Her" deals with the singer's love for
the planet Bamatronda, or something roughly
analogous to a female inhabitant thereof, and the
singer's longing for home. The questions being
asked of Vertex T. is where is this alleged planet
Bamatronda, and what is the real nature of Vertex T: s mission on Earth. The reclusive alien
maintains a stony silence on the matter, but is
gen~rous enough to provide the listener with a
photograph on the record sleeve, and the information thatthis is the " only known Terrestrial
photo of Vertex T." in existence. Whatever the
mission. whatever the reason, he's not telling.

Tbe Dull

"She's aNuclearBomb"/"Reach Out and Grab"
Toxic Shock, Box 242, Pomona, CA 91769
The Dull are not. As people, they may seem to
be an absolute bunch of weirdos, but musically
they are dynamite. Reminiscent of Gone or Dez
Cadena's DC3, The Dull present us with some of
the heaviest, most twisted riffing since led Zeppelin stopped using Rom'an numerals on their
albums and started titling them with funny
runes. like DC3 whose sound resembles theirs
in power and intensity, The Dull passed their
musical adolescence in the pit of the midSeventies, and so their music is steeped in the
crunging power chords and wailing guitar solos
of their early idols. "She's a Nuclear Bomb"
features three guitars riffing away in a wild Zepplinesque fashion underneath a recording of an
actual nuclear event. The B-side isn't quite as
mind-blowing. but then, that's why they call it a
8-side. One should also be aware that one reason why this record sounds half as groovy as it
does is because it is pressed on way-cool red
translucent vinyl and has funny cartoons on the
label.
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N.O. on C.D.
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ICE CUBE SLINl

ew Orleans music is appearing
on COs. We asked the only
person we know who can
afford COs to review his favs. Here's
our man on the Lef' Cos', Ice Cube:

Fats Domino- His Greatest Hits
SED-1043 (distributed exclusively in
the U.S. by MCA on MCAD-6170).
From the title you might assume that
this would be a reissue of the classic
Imperial sides for Fats lovers with CD
players . Don' t assume! This is a live
concert from the U n i versa!
Amphitheatre in L.A. on August 22,
1985. Yes honey, the same concert
that Silver Eagle is marketing on a
five-song, twenty-minute video. It
was a great concert and Fats plays
most of his biggies as well as his version of "Toot Toot." But I'm still
waiting for somebody to remaster the
original Antoine and by the way, Silver Eagle, how 'bout Parts II, Ill, and
IV of the concert video?

Professor Longhair - Rock 'n'
Roll Gumbo 00306. On George
Winston's Dancing Cat label, so you
might have to look in the Windham
Hill New Age COs if the store doesn't
have it in the Blues, Oldies, or New
Orleans sections. These are the sessions that Philippe Rault produced in
1974 plus two songs not released on
the resulting Barclay LP and overdubbed horns on ••Mardi Gras in New
Orleans." Gatemouth Brown is featured on guitar and adds his perfect
fiddle part to "Jambalaya." It's a
reall good 'un!
The Neville Brothers have two reissued titles available on compact disc
at this writing, and their new release
Uptown should be in the stores on the
EMI label by the time you read this.
The English label, FIEND, has
lovingly remastered Fiyo on the
Bayou FIEND CD65 with the beautiful string arrangements of Wardell
Quezergue on ··Mona Lisa'' and thoroughly wonderful production by Joel
Dom . This is one of my favorite COs;
it sounds like a Nevi lies studio album
should sound. It just doesn't get much
better than this! The live LP, Nevilleization, is also available on FIEND
CD31 and the sound is made more
clear and crisp through digitalization.
Will Neville-ization Part II and the
Treacherous LP follow suit? Tune in
next time ...
What we really want is the Wild
Tchoupitoulas LP and the Meters
catalogue available in CD format, for
true! Only three lonely Meters tracks
are included on a fine Crescent City
compilation called, appropriately
enough, The Soul of New Orleans
CD CHARLY 14. This disk also features the Dixte Cups' "lko Iko" and
"Chapel of Love," Aaron Neville's
"Tell It Like It Is" and "Hercules,"
Alvin "Shine" Robinson's version of
"Let The Good Times Roll" and his
own classic "Down Home Girl."
"Lawdy Miss Clawdy" by Lloyd

Price, Robert Parker's " Barefootin'," Johnny Adam's "Reconsider Me,'' four-- count 'em four- hits
by Lee Dorsey, Fats Domino's cover
of "Red Sails In The Sunset," and
more , much more. A veritable cornucopia for the N.O .-R&B-ophile. Did I
write that?
For jazz fiends, Jazz Classics Vol.
1: New Orleans (BBC CD 588) includes 78s by Jelly Roll Morton, King
Oliver, Satchmo, Johnny Dodds, Earl
Hines, N .O. Rhythm Kings, and
more.
Johnny Adams, Irma Thomas,
Walter "Wolfman" Washington,and
the Dirty Dozen have CD releases on
Rounder's Modern New Orleans
Masters series. They should be very
available and probably advertised
elsewhere in this issue of Wavelength.
The English Ace label has put
together a nice set called Rhythm &
Blues House Party CDCH 179. It's
not purely N'awlinz artists, but includes Big Boy Myles, Roy Montrell,
Little Richard, the Dukes, and it's
your basic cool party CD making it
eligible for the Bend City Funky
Housekeeping Greasy Seal of
Approval. Likewise for Charly's
Honky Tonk Jump Party CD CHARL Y 22, you get the Bill Diggett
warhorse in digital and also good stuff
by Louis Jordan & the Tympany Five,
Roy Brown, Wynonie Harris, Little
Esther, and moreMoreMORE!
Arhoolie Records is purported to be
preparing a Clifton Chenier package
for CD Zydeco-ers, and the grapevine
has it that English Ace will have the
first Cajun CD available very soon.
Charly has just released a big ol'
buncha more Nawlinz stuff on CD
including the Dixies Kups, Lee
Dorsey, and Aaron Neville, Make Me
Strong (Charly CD 64), AND the
Meters, Struttin' (Charly CD 63)!!
Also to be on the lookout fo' dept.Huey " Piano" Smith and the
Clowns' "Rockin' Pneumonia",
and Lloyd Price's "Stagger Lee" are

included on a CD compilation
calledJumpin' Jive 50s, it's on Priority Records (CDL-9438). Huey's
classic Ace sides should be issued by
somebody on CD, don't you just
know it? Finally the first Dirty Dozen
LP, My Feet Can't Fail Me Now, on
Concord Jazz Label 's George Wein
Collection has been issued on CD
through a deal with King Records of
Japan, so it has two catalogue numbers (K32Y6041 and CCD 43005) .
New-Orleans based Blacktop Records is remastering some of its titles
for digital release and will make its
new releases available in tape, vinyl,
and CD configurations.
On a non-CO note: Check out Katie
Webster's new 12" single produced
by Kim Wilson of the Fabulous Thunderbirds. If you can't find it in the
stores write to: Katie Webster, P.O.
Box 8406, Santa Cruz, CA 95061.
Thanx fo' listen in' in!
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WYNTON MARSALIS.

JMOOD:
AN AlBUM OF SUBLIMELY
SENSUAL NEW MUSIC FROM
THE MULTI-GRAMMY WINNING TRUMPETER.

$6 • 99

LP and Cassette
Sale Priced thru May

MUSIC THAT SETS STANDARDSMORE AWARD WINNERS
BY WYNTON MARSALIS
WYNTON MARSALIS
HOT HOUSE R.OWERS
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Hot Hits
R.E.M.

LOOKING ~

Dead Letter Office
I.R.S. Records
R.E.M. have always been interested in the
single as an important part of their music. In
addition to their catalog of four full-length
albums and one five-song EP. they have released scores of singles and twelve inch EPs
with various non-LP selections and live versions
of old R.E.M. favorites. Historically the catalog
life of these EPs has been short. making them
essentially into limited-edition items sought after by collectors and cultists. Musically, Dead
MAIIilllll
Letter Office isn't an album; it's an odds-andsods collection of some of these B-sides and
rare tracks spanning eight or nine years slapped
together and apparently placed in sequence by
Featuring selections from the ear1iest recordings
guitarist Peter Buck. These are leftovers, not a
best-of package, so its quality is spotty and
up to 1986 and including 14 cuts previously
uneven at best. Sometimes it's soulful, someunreleased in the U.S.
times it's quirky. sometimes it's experimental.
There are jokes, sloppy cover versions, out-ofAlso available by Zachary Richard on AR~ZED Records:
tune guitars - R.E.M. bare everything here.
RZ1003 Live in Montreal RZ1005 Mardi Gras
They even take a stab at inebriated jazz on " RoRZ1007 Allons Danser RZ1009 Zack Attack
tary Ten ." When it's good, it can be excellentAvailable on LP & cassette
"Voice of Harold" and "White Tornado" stand
AR-ZED RECORDS
out, as do the Velvet Underground covers
P.O. Box 305 • Scott, LA 70583 • (318) 269-9926
(Michael Stipe' s voice cracks as he impersonates Nico on " Femme Fatale" ) - but
when it's bad it's nothing but pointless. A lot of
Catch Zachary Richard and the Zydeco Rockers
these songs were just scraps lymg around the
at the New Orleans Jazz Festival
studio that nobody could figure out what to do
April 25 - Fairgrounds 2:00 p.m.
with . and while that's !me for the B-side of a
ninety-nme cent forty-five . when you put them
April 29 - Riverboat President 8:00 p.m.
all together it can wear a bit thin in spots. Seeing
May 3 - Storyville Jazz Hall 11 :00 p.m.
as collections such as these tend to come about
retrospectively, laterin an artist's career. almost
implying " it's all over, " this compilation seems
. . . - - - - - - - - - -.........- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - , ' to be quite an odd move on R.E.M.'s part at this
point in their career. One of the unusual things
about R.E.M. is that they've gotten more and
more popular over the years, without ever really
changing their sound . They haven't sold out for
the big time , or even evolved that much
creatively; they are becoming "perennials," a
sobering and dangerous term that is only a hop,
skip, and jump from "dinosaur," and not much
further away from "fossil" either. In many ways
they are becoming the Grateful Dead of the
1980s; as long as they are out there, people will
4721 Magazine Street
buy their records and pay to see them play. It is
precisely this special cult status that R.E.M. are
New Orleans, LA 70115
desperately trying to keep, while at the same
time broadening their appeal and their audience.
They want to keep a small-town. personal
relationship with their audience while playing
arenas and large halls all over the world. By
releasing this album, R. E.M. are making material that was formerly only available to R.E.M.
fanatics and collectors who had been following
the band for some time available to the general
public. This was a shrewd and smart move on
their part, as a lot of this stuff really is good
music. Unfortunately. the dilemma is that
R.E.M. fans will now forever be divided into one
of two categories: those older fans who collected
all the original releases, and those who have
Dead Letter Office. R.E.M . are no better or
• FOREIGN CLASSICS
worse for releasing this album; they will only
• EARLY JAZZ., BLUES & ROCK
enlarge their already impressive cult audience.
How faded is your R.E.M . !-shirt?
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We carry only:
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WE DELIVER METROWIDE

-James lien

Fourwaycross

Home
MotivCommunications, P.O. Box875-422. Los
Angeles , CA 90087)
Fourwaycross play dark gloomy nether music
and are from, of all places, California. Their
music is full of big drums and scary lines. This.
their second LP (discounting an 8-song cassette) is perhaps their most expenmental yet.
Side one 1s predommated by boommg scary
drums and murky bass that recall the spookiest
of Joy Division or New Order. The singer's
female vocals give the music its most distinctive
feature , an eerie. Siouxsie and the Banshees
type of atmosphere that is riveting to listen to.

Side two features a lengthy tndustrial atmospheric ram that is in many ways the album's
best cut, coupling the band 's tnherent spooky
qualities w1th a more abrasive . they 'rebulldozing-the-house-next-door-to-the-studio
edge. Fourwaycross are music not to be missed,
especially for those who yearn for more after
playmg all the1r old Cure and S1ouxs1e albums all
night.

y~~~~!n~~~~ r~~~ws
Popllama Products, P.O. Box 95364. Seattle,
WA 98145)
And now, Miller Beer brings you . .. The
Young Fresh Fellows?Well that's what it sounds
like. The Young Fresh Fellows. longtime cult
favorites, have apparently adopted corporate
sponsorship on " Beer Money," their latest 7"
45. The questiOns remains whether or not Miller
Beer has adopted them. Sort of like that kitten
that followe~ you home from the fish market. the .
Fellows have latched themselves onto the coattails of th1s 1980s fad of big companies giving
big bucks to musicians 1n exchange for advertising rights . Although they appear ready and willing to assume the many responsibilities and
obligations of corporate sponsorship (including
being on MTV. getting paid to drink, and opening for the Del Fuegos) . Miller has yet to officially
acknowledge the Fellows· endorsement of their
product, which makes the whole situation rather
curious. But for the Fellows. nothmg could seem
more natural lor " an American band just playing
rock and roll " This 45 is a sampler from their
forthcommg third album . tentatively titled Ant
Farm, on Popllama Products. Look for 1t, and
look for the heavy-lidded. beer swilling Fellow to
roar mto your town tounng to support it
J.L.

Henrv Johnson

YOU'F1E THE ONE
MCA!Impulse! 5754
For those of you who are tired of Stanley
Jordan and all the media he's getting (I'm not,
but two guitarist friends of mine say they can't
listen to him anymore because of his ultra-thin
tone) Henry Johnson will be a pleasing alternative. Playing firmly in the Wes Montgomery/
George Benson tradition. Johnson's debut
album is assisted by great players like Ramsey
Lewis and James Perkins. Nothing stunningly
original here. but simply playing competently in
Wes's and Benson's style is an accomplishment
worth hearing.
-Tom McDennott

Firehose

Ragin · Full On
SST, P.O. Box 1. Lawndale. CA
From the ashes of the Minutemen {due to
singer/guitarist D. Boon's tragic death in late
1985) rises the phoenix of the band Firehose.
Led by bassist Max Watt and smiling drummer
George Hurley, the two surviving Minutemen are
joined by an enthusiastic newcomer. the
enigmatic Ed FromOhio {not his real last name),
who here makes not only his debut appearance
on vinyl, but his debut in a band as well. {Two
interesting notes for Minutemen Freaks: Ed is
.the only member actually pictured on the album
jacket, and the album's two sides are named
"Side Ed" and "Side More Ed," echoing the
naming of sides on the Minutemen's last LP.)
It is naturally difficult to separate Firehose
from the legacy of the Minutemen's music. The
songs on this album are essentially similar to the
" scientist rock" created by the Minutemen, a
quirky. funky minimalist blend of everything
form free-form jazz to the rigorous tightness of
art rock . On Ragin' Full On. we are presented
with fourteen crisp haikus rich in ambience and
dynamics. stopping and starting abruptly even the silence between the songs seems
strangely important. If rock were painting, Firehose would give us sketches. line drawings depicting ideas
The title is a contradiction for such a quiet.
philosophical album. The lyrics. though still
often political. have taken a shirt away from the
speGifically Central American concerns of
Minutemenmusic. to a broader. more abstract
and thoughtful style of writing, as evidenced in

songs such as " Candle and the Flame" or
" Relating Dudes To Jazz." Their music is still as
intense and thought provoking as anythmg the
Minutemen ever created, if not more so. Let the
buyer be warned; even with the longest song
clocking 1n at barely three minutes, and a running time of just under half an hour, you st1ll will
J.L.
get your money's worth out of th1s LP.

!Books
Galen Gart

FIRST PRESSINGS: VOLUMES ONE AND TWO
Big Nickel Publications
SSOione, S851both
These books are perfect for R&B and rock 'n'
roll buffs who want to see the original sources.
namely Billboard magazme. Volume One features VIrtually all references to R&B from 1948 to
1950, Volume Two covers 1951 to 1952.
The year 1948 was chosen as the starting
point for the author because it wa~ a year 1n
which the major record compames .(RCA.
Columbia, etc.) totally lost control of the " race"
(as rhythm & blues was known then) charts to
up-and-coming labels like King, Atlantic. Chess,
etc. The entire story of rock 'n · roll's rise is also a
story of the battle between the major companies
and the independents. w1th the latter gomg for
the more raw and raucous sounds that you and I
know and love. Since Billboard was a record
industry magazine. this conflict is highly emphasized, though you will be surprised at how
knowledgeable the writers are about the mus1c
and musicians, at least the ones whose names
they spelled correctly! You also get a lot of
quaint record industry jargon like " b1scuit, "
"etching," "engraving" (records), "doughnut"
(45 rpm) . and " plattery" and " diskery" (record
company)
The book is organized on a month-by-month
bas1s, which kind of irked me at the absence of
the exact issue date of many of the references,
though you do get abetter flow of the history that

way. The three major segments inclu~ed are
articles pertaining to the record compames and
artists. very valuable short notes on who was
domg what at a particular date. and record reVIews. It should be pointed out that record
charts are not included in these books, though
they are available in condensed form in Joel
Whitburn's many books. I also m1ssed rep~o
ducllons of record ads, which are not only mce
to look at, they are also the most accurate way of
dating a record 's release.
The stories of interest to New Orleans R&B
fans include several mentions of the sequels to
Roy Brown's "Good Rocki~' Tonight, " including three records in the spnng of 1949 w1th the
title " Rock and Roll"(!!!); insightful reviews on
dozens of New Orleans records, including "Mardi Gras in New Orleans" by Professor Longhair
and His New Orleans Boys on Atlantic in 1950:
" wonderfully spirited side with a strange threebeat rhythm"; an item about an anti-payola
pledge by disc jockeys Poppa Stoppa, Jack the
Cat. and "Mr. " Daddy-0 in December 1951 : two
hilarious stories about the banning of Richard
Hayman's milkwhite pop version of James
Wayne's "Junco Partner" in 1952 for Iynes
"literally peppered with jive and dope expressions used by the wheatheads"; a mention
of Art Rope's important signing of the Swan
Silvertone Singers and, incidentally, "Dallas
band leader" Lloyd Pnce; and areference to Fats
Domino getting as much as $2,500 a night in
1952
Desp1te the few faults. one can only praise
Gart's 15 years of work and pers~vere_nce 1n
seeing this project through. The st1ff pnces of
$50 for one and $85 for both reflect the work
involved. specialized interest in the material,
and, perhaps, the fact that copying all this stuff
yourself from microfilm will not only cost more,
it will blind you . This is, I hope, only the beginning of what may be the most serious approach to
rock ·n· roll's roots ever attempted. (Available
from Big Nickel Publications, P 0. Box 157,
Milford, New Hampshire 03055).
- Rick Coleman

Graylin e sightseeing
will take you to the
heart and soul
of New Orleans

Shuttle service from
the Louisia na
Superd ome
(Poydras Street Side)

to the Fairgroun
Also from the
Interna tional
Hotel.

Get areal job.
Be amusician.
Show them that you're serious
about your music. Join the business
organization for New Orleans
musicians.

Call 891-NOME
or write
P.O. Box 30120
NOLA 70190

We're in the business of musiC.
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J Z FEST
MUSIC SALE!
ALBUMS & TAPES

r;!tl

Great Collection of
Cajun Classics!

ON SALE $5.

99

2-Record Set
Featuring The Best
of Zachary Richard

The Lost Sessions

1971-1972
ON SALE $5. 99

ON SALE $10."

Neville Brothers
"Uptown"
Just Released

Classic New Orleans
Brass Band Jazz

ON SALE $5.99

ONLY $5."

COMPACT DISC
EXCHANGE

" COMPACT DISCS LAST FOREVER, BUT
SOMETIMES YOUR TASTE IN MUSIC CHANGES

59

You can purchase
previously C?Wned
Compact D1scs.
only
- - -and- For

Sell used Compact Discs

for $6.00. (Store Credit]
AI Types ol MuSIC.
Guai'lnL'Od aganst <Efecls

1037
Broadway

NEW ORLEANS' BEST SELECTION
OF LOCAL MUSIC ON ALBUM,
-sJAPE AND COMPACT
DISC!
~----It-- ~'J
• RECORDS
• TAPES • VIDEO
• COMPACT DISCS

866-6065
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OF FAIR GROUNDS EVENTS
FRIDAY, MAY 1

SATURDAY, MAY 2 '

SUNDAY, MAY 3

WVUE/BURGER kiNG STAGE
11 :20-12:15 - St. Augustine H.S. Jau Ensemble
12:35· 1:30 - Marva Wright & Reminiscence
2:00· 3:00 - Java
3:20· 4:15 - Bobby Marchan & Higher Ground
4:40· 5:40 - Charmaine Neville & Real Feelings
6:00- 7:00 - Batiste Brothers
WNOEITACO BELL STAGE
11 :30·12:30- Washboard Leo
12:45 1:40 - D1no Kruse
2:00- 3:00 - Chris Thomas Blues Band w/Tabby Thomas
3:20 4:15 - Song Dogs
4:40- 5:40 -Tim Williams
6:00· 7:00 - Allen Fontenot
FESS STAGE
11:20-12:20 - Dillard U. Jazz Ensemble
12:40- 1:40 -Kenny Acosta & The House Reekers
2:00- 2:50 - John Mooney
3:15· 4:1 0 - Anson Funderburgh & The Rockets
w/Sam Myers
4:30- 5:20 - Wayne Toups & Zydeca1un
5:45- 7:00 -John Mayall
WWL·TV4
12:00-12:45 - louisiana Cajun Country Cloggers
1 :00· 1:50 - John Rankin
2:10- 3:15 - Johnny J. & The Hitmen
3:35· 4:30 - Silas Hogan & Guitar Kelly
5:00- 6:00- Jimmy Ballero & The Renegades
UNCLE BEN'S JAU TENT
11 :30-12:30 - Joel Simpson Quartet
12:50- 1:40 - Headwind
2:00· 2:50 - Gulfstream
3:1 0· 4:00 - Theron lewis & Unit 7
4:20- 5:15 - Kid Johnson
5:40- 6:45 - Mars
ECONOMY HALL
11 :30-12:30 - local International Allstars
12:45· 1 :45 - The N.O. Classic Jazz Orchestra
2:00- 3:00 - Chris Clifton's N.O. Allstars
3:20- 4:20- Sady Courville & Dennis McGee
4:40· 5:45 - Caledonia Jazz Band of Norway
w/Kumba Williams
6:00- 7:00 - Kid Sheik & His Storyville Ramblers
kOINDU
11 :20-12:20 - Kermith Campbell Band
12:40- 1:40- Percussion Inc.
2:00· 2:50 - Carl leBlanc & The Easy Street Band
3:15- 4:15 - Carnaval
4:35- 5:25 - White Cloud Hunters
5:45· 6:45 - Kumbuka Dance & Drum Collective
LAGNIAPPE TENT
12:00- 1:00 - Harlin White
1:15- 2:15 - Clifford Blake
2:35- 3:45 - Haiel Schlueter & The Delta Ramblers
4:10- 5:10 -Brownie Ford
5:40· 6:40 - Slidell Barbershop Harmony Chorus
WYLDJRHODES GOSPEL TENT
11 :45-12:20 - The Angelettes Gospel Singers
12:30- 1:05 - Daneel Pre-Vocational School Choir
1:15- 1:50 - Crocker Elem. School Choir
2:00- 2:35 - Aline White & Company
2:45- 3:20 - Church of God of Prophecy
3:30- 4:05 - Divine Joy Gospel Singers
4:15· 4:50 - Tawanna Gross & Rev. Thomas Gross
5:00-5:35 - Alcee Fortier H.S. Gospel Choir
5:45- 6:20 - Greater St. Matthew B.C. Mass Choir
6:30· 7:00 - The Dynamic Smooth Family

WVUEJBURGER KING STAGE
11:15-12:15- S.U.N.O. Jazz Ensemble
1 2:35- 1:30 - Rockin' Sidney
2:00· 3:00 - Marcia Ball
3:30- 4:45 - Wynton Marsalis
4:40- 5:40- Charmaine Neville & Real Feelings
5:15· 7:00- Ernie K·Doe w/King Floyd, Matilda Jones
& The living Dead Revue
WNOEITACO BELL STAGE
11 :20·12:15 - Nora Wixted & 2 Much Fun
12:35· 1:20 - Waka Waka
1 :40· 2:40 -lazy lester w/Raful Neal
& The Neal Brothers
3.00- 4:15 - Roomful of Blues w/Earl King
4:40- 5:40 - Atchafalaya
6:00- 7:00 - Fernest Arceneaux & The Thunders
FESS STAGE
11 :20-12:15 - U.N.O. Jazz Band
12:35· 1:30 - lawrence Ardoin & His French Band
1:55· 2:55 - O.J. Ekemode & His Nigerian Allstars
3:15· 4:05 - Et1a James
4:30- 5:30 -The Fabulous Thunderbirds
6:00· 7:00 - Robert Cray Band
WWL·TV4
11 :30-12:30- Oakwood Jazz Ensemble
12:45· 1:45 -AI Farrell & The Crescent City Statements
2:00· 3:00 - Drink Small Blues Band
3:15· 4:15 - Golden Eagles M.G. Indians
4:35· 5:35 - Mt. Pontchartrain String Band
6:00· 7:00 - Orquesta Celebre
UNCLE BEN'S JAU TENT
12:00-12:50 - Clyde Kerr & Univision
1:1 0· 2:00 - Germaine Bazzle Group
2:15· 3:00 - Ensamble Acustico of Guatemala
3:20· 4:20 - Dorothy Donegan
4:40- 5:30 - Alvin "Red" Tyler Quartet
5:45· 7:00 - Ellis Marsalis Quartet
ECONOMY HALL
11:30-12:30- Chris Kelly's Black & White N.O. Jazz Band
12:50· 1:50 - Benny Waters & The Creole Rice Jazz Band
2:10- 3:00 - Hezekiah Early & The House Rockers
3:20- 4:20 - Sweet Honey in the Rock
4:45- 5:45 - N.O. Ragtime Orchestra
6:00- 7:00 - Onward Brass Band
KOINDU
11:45-12:30- N.D. Stick Band
12:50- 1:40 - Rap Revue w/Tanya P & The Mic Conductors
1 :40· 2:50 - Mallick Folk Performers of Trinidad
3:10- 4:10- Walter Washington & The Roadmasters
w!Timothea
4:30- 5:20 - The Shepherd Band
5:45· 6:45 - Soca Group of Trinidad
LAGNIAPPE TENT
12:25· 1:25 - Ricky Vaughn
1:45· 2:45 - Pat Flory
3:00- 4:00 - "Po" Henry & Tookie
4:20- 5:20 - Drink Small Blues Band
5:45- 6:45 - Hezekiah Early & The House Rockers
WYLD/RHODES GOSPEL TENT
11:45-12:20 - The Providence Tones of Joy
12:30· 1 :05 - The Cavalcade of Singing Ministers
1 :15· 1:50- Morningstar B.C. Gospel Choir
2:00· 2:35 - First Baptist Church Choir
2:45· 3:20 - St. Francis Desale Golden Voices
3:30· 4:05 - Zulu Ensemble of The Zulu SA & PC
4:15· 5:15 - The Famous Corinthians Gospel Singers
of San Francisco
5:25·6:00 - The Joyful Commanders
5:45· 6:20 - Greater St. Matthew B.C. Mass Choir
6:10- 6:45 - Pure light B.C. Choit

WVUEIBURGER KING STAGE
11:15-12:15 - Xavier University Jazz Ensemble
12:35· 1:25 -Alex Chilton
1:45· 2:45 -luther Kent & Trick Bag
3:1 0· 4:10 -The Radiators
4:35· 5:40 -The Band
6:00- 7:00 - Dr. John
WNOEITACO BELL STAGE
11:30-12:25- Casa Samba
12:45· 1:45 -Don Montoucet & The Wandering Aces
2:00· 3:00 - Boozoo Chavis
3:20· 4:15 - Vin Bruce & The Acadians
4:30· 5~15 -Russ Russell & The Rustlers w/Phil Meeks
5:45· 7:00 - Moe Bandy & The Rodeo Clowns
FESS STAGE
11 :45 12:30 - Willie Tee
· 12:50· 1:40 - Blue Eyed Soul Revue
2:00· 3:45 -Bobby Cure & The Summertime Blues
w/Aaron Neville, The Dixi-Kups
& Robert "Barefootin" Parker
4:1 5· 5:15 - Wilson Pickett
5:45· 7:00 - The Neville Brothers
WWL-TV4
11 :30-12:45 - Banu Gibson
1:05- 2:05 - Big Boy Henry Blues Band
2:25- 3:25 - White Eagles
3:55- 5:1 0 - Soca Group of Trinidad
5:30· 7:00 - Bruce Daigrepont Cajun Band
UNCLE BEN'S JAU TENT
11:45-12:30- Astral Project
12:50· 1:40 - Earl Turbinton, Jr. Quintet
1:55· 2:55 - Richard Thompson Solo Acoustic
Performance
3:20· 4:30 - Branford Marsalis
4:50- 5:50 - Pharoah Sanders w/leon Thomas
6:05- 7:00 - N.O. Jazz Couriers
ECONOMY HALL
11:30-12:15 -lady Charlotte
12:30- 1 :15 - Pfister Sisters
1 :30- 2:15 - Butch Thompson
2:30· 3:15 - Katie Webster
3:30· 4:20 - Pete Seeger
4:40- 5:40 - Ronnie Kole
6:00· 7:00 - Kid Thomas Valentine
& The Algiers Stompers
KOINDU
11 :15·12:15 - Marlon Jordan Quintet
12:30- 1:15 - Ritrno Caribeno
1:45- 2:45 - Willie Metcalf
3:1 0· 4:00 - Metallics
4:25- 5:25 - Jean Knight
5:40- 6:45 - Mallick Folk Performers of Trinidad
LAGNIAPPE TENT
12:00- 1 :00 - Clancy "Blues Boy" lewis
1 :15· 2:15 -George Dorko
2:30- 3:45 - Amite River Band
4:00· 5:15 - David & Roselyn & Arlee
5:35- 6:45 - Creole Wild West
WYLD/RHODES GOSPEL TENT
11 :45-12:20 - Mt. Carmel B.C. Youth Choir
12:30- 1:05 - The Russ Specials
1:15· 1:50 - Kennedy High School Gospel Choir
2:00- 2:35 - The Famous Zion Harmonizers
2:45- 3:20 - New Zion Trio + 1
3:30- 4:05 - Gospel Choralettes
4:15· 4:50 - Greater Macedonia B.C. Choir
5:00-5:35 - The Ambassadors of Christ
5:45· 6:20 - Gospel Soul Children
6:30- 7:00- Raymond Myles Singers
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Ofrock' n' roll's Hall ofFamers ofthe Fifties, one
man has received Less attention than the others, even
though he is second among them only to Elvis Presley in record sales (around /00 million). This neglect has been partly because of the man's notorious
shyness with the press, partly because he has barely
recorded in the past twenty years, partly because he
has always avoided controversy or scandal. Nevertheless, many fascinating aspects of his career have
not received much (or any) publicity. Here is just a
little of that information, illustrating both his acomplishments and some lighter aspects of his career.

Antoine Domino, Jr. was born February 26,
1928, in the Ninth Ward of New Orleans and has
lived there ever since. This will come as a shock to
many New Orleanians, as Antoine's presence is so
low-key in his hometown that many assume he lives
in Boise.
Both Antoine and Manuel Hernandez of Manuel's Hot Tamales fame had their first real jobs
in New Orleans at the Crescent City Bed Factory. A
cut hand Fats suffered from a falling bedspring
fueled an early bio writer to invent a melodrama with
a doctor intoning gravely, ''The boy may lose the
hand and he certainly will never play 'Swanee River
Boogie' again." Manuel, a former compatriot of
failed revolutionary Pancho Villa, was a wetback on
the lam who knew how to roll a cornshuck.
Antoine only weighed about 160 pounds when
his bandleader Billy Diamond began calling
him " Fats" at the Robin Hood dub around 1947. It
seems Billy was a man of vision. Not only could he
see little Antoine taking his place with musical greats
like Fats Waller and Fats Pichon, he could also see
him at 250!
Before "The Fat Man ," Fats packed clubs
around New Orleans and occasionally stole the
show from such greats as Papa Celestin, Paul
Gayten, and Roy Brown, primarily because of his
scintillating performance of one song, Albert
Ammons' piano blitz " Swanee River Boogie, "
which Fats recorded in 1953 as "Swanee River
Hop.'' 19th century American musical pioneer
Stephen Foster probably would have been shocked at
what these guys did to his song, " The Old Folks at
Horne,' ' but then the Indians couldn' t have dug what
Foster did to their Suwannee River.
Fats' revolutionary December 1949 recording
''The Fat Man' ' produced by Dave Bartholomew is amazingly similar to expatriate New
Orleans pianist Champion Jack Dupree's 1941 recording "Junker Blues," in the piano playing and in
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the first line, "They call me a junko/'Cause I'm
loaded all the time, " which became "They call me
the Fat Man/'Cause I weigh 200 pounds. " Fats left
out the original references to reefers, needles ,
cocaine, and "angel wine."
Probably Fats' second most famous bit of piano
playing (after the intro to "Blueberry Hill") is
not on one of his own records. It is the beautiful,
rolling piano introduction to Lloyd Price's multimillion seller "Lawdy Miss Clawdy" from 1952.
There were many artists who started their careers by copying Fats' songs or sound. One of the
first was Chuck Willis of "C. C. Rider" fame, who
competed with Fats for the hit of' 'Going to the River
[Gonna jump overboard and drown]" in the spring
of 1953. Fats won and Willis chickened out in his
sequel "Changed My Mind."
When Fats played Abbeville, Louisiana. in
1954, one of the few white faces in the crowd
belonged to 16-year-old Cajun Bobby Guidry, who
offered Fats the song "See You Later, Alligator."
Fats turned the song down, but did indeed see Guidry
later. After "See You Later, Alligator" became a
million seller for Bill Haley, Fats recorded four
songs by Guidry, a.k.a. Bobby Charles, including
the classic " Walking to New Orleans. "
" Ain't That a Shame" has been a top-40 pop hit
four times- in 1955 by Pat Boone and Fats, in
1963 by the Four Seasons, and in 1979 by Cheap
Trick. John Lennon recorded it in 1974.
The original title of " Ain't That a Shame"
was "Ain't It a Shame." Pat Boone, magna
cum laude English major from Columbia University
and an all-around clean guy, partially corrected the
title's grammar, though he undoubtedly would have
preferred " Isn't That a Pity."
Boone went on to record three more Fats'
songs. If you're lucky, you'll live a long life
and never hear any of them, especially his version of
(say your prayers now) "The Fat Man" !
If Boone's #I hit of "Ain't That a Shame"
wasn' t enough, Fats was beaten again on the
pop charts six months later by Teresa Brewer's cover
of "Bo Weevil. " You remember her - " Put another nickel in the ol' nickelodeon and out comes
Muzak, Muzak, Muzak. ''
Fats' biggest hit ever, "Blueberry Hill, " was
recorded not in New Orleans, but in Los Angeles in 1956.
Fats' inspiration for recording " Blueberry
Hill" was Louis Armstrong's 1949 recording
of the song, which, ironically, was re-released to
compete with Fats' version and made a respectable

#29, Louis' biggest hit of the late Fifties. · Louis'
version was recorded in New York.
In 1956 on a Hearst-Metrotone newsreel Fats
proposed a sure-fire solution to the Cold War
which went foolishly unheeded by the State Department.
Reporter: Are you going overseas and playing on
any concert tours of any nature?
Fats: Well , I'd like to go into Russia and show
'ern. there the rock ' n' roll beat.
Reporter: You think the Russians could dig your
kind of music?
Fats: They'll dig it.
Fats regularly headlined rock 'n' roll shows
over other legends like Chuck Berry, Little
Richard, Jerry Lee Lewis, and Buddy Holly. National magazines in 1957 saw Fats as the only real
competition with Elvis for the kinship of rock 'n '
roll.
Fats was once considered for the lead role in
the film biography of Fats Waller.
Liberace's violinist brother George once recorded an album of Fats Domino songs.
From December 1956 to March 1958 Fats
appeared in four different movies - The Girl
Can't Help It, Shake, Rattle and Rock, Jamboree,
and The Big Beat.
Shake Rattle and Rock and The Big Beat
feature Fats' real band; The Girl Can 't Help
It and Jamboree do not.
Fats saved 19-year-old Tommy Boyce from
getting kicked ·out of his house by his father
when in 1959 he recorded Boyce's tune "Be My
Guest" and sold a million copies of it. Despite this
kindness from a stranger, Boyce went on with his
partner Bobby Hart to repay the world with trash like
" [Theme from] The Monkees."
One of the earliest examples of this mindless
teenage engineering was former chicken
plucker Ernest Evans, who in 1960 was told to smile,
swivel from left to right like an egg beater, and
mimic every record like Hank Ballard with a severe
cold. Mrs. Dick Clark gave him the " cute" Fats
Domino-inspired name Chubby Checker. Before the
twist craze thankfully died Fats had indirectly inspired the names of Tubby Chess, Pudgy Parcheesi
and Round Robin.
Fats had four songs retitled for the twist
craze. '' Domino Stomp'' became ''Twistin'
the Stomp." "Set Me Free" became " The Twist Set
Me Free. " " Sun Spots" became " Twistin' the
Spots. " "Dance with Mr. Domino," the only song
in which he lyrically acknowledged the twist, be-

came "Domino Twist."
Fats never had a pop # 1 hit, though he had
seven R&B # 1s and 21 more in the R&B
top ten. He has had a total of 82 different songs on
Billboa~d' s charts.
Little Richard absorbed all of Fats' early
Fifties recordings when he was creating his
style. In fact, part of the reason he was sent to New
Orleans to record his rock 'n' roll classics was because, as Art Rupe said, he "liked Fats Domino's
sound." When, in the middle of his first religious
conversion around 1960, Richard surrepticiously recorded unbilled recordings with the Upsetters, three
of the four released were Domino songs.
Despite constant demand for Fats to perform
in Europe, Fats did not do so until 1962,
when he performed at a jazz festival in the south of
France. The press there put him down ("Au zoo!"
"Le Domino Circus!") for having a $4,800 watch
and for not knowing who Thelonius Monk was.
Fats' last two top thirty pop hits in 1962 were
both Hank Williams songs- "Jambalaya"
and "You Win Again," as was his last single on
Imperial, "Your Cheatin' Heart."
·
Bereft of good ideas on how to record Fats,
ABC-Paramount decided to try shock value
to sell Fats and put him in an asbestos suit and
fireman's hat emblazoned "Nashville F D" on a fire
engine on the cover of the 1964 album Fats on Fire.
Among the many celebrities Fats has met in
his career was chimp J. Fred Muggs, former
co-host of the Today Show. Perhaps in memory of
the occasion, Fats recorded the songs "Monkey
Business" and "Everybody's Got Something to .
Hide Except for Me and My Monkey." He also
appeared on a Monkees' TV special in 1969 and in
the 1980 movie Any Which Way You Can, which
starred an orangutan named Clyde. Though it was
Fats' mentor Dave Bartholomew who had the last
word on all the monkey business with his song ''The
Monkey [Speaks His Mind]," in which he refuted
Darwin' s Theory of Evolution, not on religious
grounds, but !¥!cause monkeys are, in truth, the
higher species.
In March 1966, Fats had an album scheduled for release by Mercury Records which
never appeared. A few disc jockey copies have surfaced since with a value of (at least) several hundred
dollars each. The album, Southland U.S.A., featured tributes to various parts of the South, like
"Alabamy Bound" and "Deep in the Heart of
Texas," along with six odes to New Orleans!

I

The Beatles' manager Brian Epstein sponsored Fats' smashing first ever appearance in
England in March 1967 at the Saville Theatre in
London. The opening act, Aussie wimp rockers the
Bee Gees, also making their U.K. debut, were
savagely booed by the large number of Teddy Boys
in the audience, especially when they tried to croon
"Puff the Magic Dragon." Barry Gibb later whined,
''Robin had an egg thrown at him that hit him right in
the chest."
Fats, who sang "The Rooster Song" in
1957, opened "Fats Domino's 'New
Orleans Style' Fried Chicken" restaurant in March
1969 at 3440 South Claiborne Avenue. You could
get a dinner for a buck, a quart of livers or gizzards
for $1.45, or a special called the "Domino" consisting of a whole chicken for $2.50. Fats didn't stay in
the chicken business long, but both Kentucky Fried
Chicken and Popeye's were smart enough to locate
within a block of his house.
When the Beatles played New Orleans in
September 1964 they specifically requested
to see Fats .. Upon meeting Fats in a trailer behind
their stage at City Park Stadium, the Beatles serenaded Fats with their version of "I'm in Love
Again'' though once outside Fats admitted, ''They
were talking so fast I could barely understand
them.'' Although the Beatles never recorded one of
Fats' songs, ' 'Lady Madonna" was partly a tribute
to his style. In the late Sixties producer Richard
Perry had Fats record the Beatles songs "Lady
Madonna," "Lovely Rita," and, of course, "Everybody's Got Something to Hide Except for Me and
My Monkey."
Fats and Elvis Presley got to be friends when
they played shows at the same time at the
Flamingo Hotel in Las Vegas. Elvis, who had recorded "Blueberry Hill" both by himself and with
the Million Dollar Quartet in 1956, always asked
Fats to sing the song. Even today every time he sings
"Blueberry Hill" Fats dedicates it "to the late Elvis
Presley."
Robbie Robertson of the Band sang "The
Fat Man' ' as a 600-pound circus freak for the
movie Carny in 1980.
Fats has only had one studio-recorded
album released since 1968 - Fats Domino
1980 on his own F.D. label, which featured some
disco-sounding tunes. It had been released earlier in
Europe as Sleeping on the Job.
· Fats' last national hit was a country song
with steel guitars - "Whiskey Heaven" in
1980. Fats sang it in the movie Any Which Way You

Can with a ten-gallol)- hat on.
The video of Fats' and Doug Kershaw's
version of Rockin' Sidney's "My Toot
Toot" in 1985 featured Governor Edwin Edwards
chauffering Doug while Bobby Mitchell's version of
"I'm Gonna Be a Wheel Someday" plays on the
radio. When "Ready" Eddie almost hits another
limo Doug is almost Kung Fu'ed to death by David
Carradine, until Doug explains the true meaning of
"Toot Toot."
Fats' last single was not ''[Don't Mess with]
My Toot Toot." It was "Don't Mess with
My Popeye's" (also with Doug Kershaw) on the
same tune with radio station WTIX for Popeye's
Fried Chicken (for whom Fats is currently doing TV
commercials). The lyrics included the lines
One day I was walkin',
I heard Josephine talkin',
She had my favorite chicken,
That's when I fell in love.
©Flat Town/Sid Sim Pub.
Fats has had five television concert specials
since December 1985 - two syndicated
specials from his August 1985 concert with Rick
Nelson in Los Angeles, a Cinemax special in New
Orleans with Ray Charles and Jerry Lee Lewis in
June 1986, a Playboy Channel special from the
World's Fair in Vancouver in August 1986, and an
Austin City Limits filmed for PBS in November
1986.
Two of Fats' current bandmembers have been
with him for the most part since 1949 bandleader/songwriter/trumpet player Dave Bartholomew, who produced all of Fats' hits, and tenor
sax player Herb Hardesty, who played most of the
solos on Fats' classics. The man who played the
solos that Hardesty didn't - legendary tenorman
Lee Allen, is also with Fats' band, and has toured
with Fats off and on since the mid-1950s.
On August 6, 1987 Fats will have been
married to his wife Rosemary for 40 years
- that's longerthan many rock ' n' roll legends have
lived.
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The author is preparing research on Fats Domino
and would like to hearfrom anyone with information
or photos at Route 4, Box 771 , Covington, LA
70433 .
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Denon seperates for the price of a receiver.
For over 75 years Denon has manufactured high quality audio components for superior music
performance. Alterman Audio has been in the high fidelity business for 14 years - and the people of
Alterman Audio highly recommend Denon.
For a limited time only we are offering the Denon PMA 300 integrated amplifier in combination with
the TU 400 tuner. Together they provide true high fidelity sound reproduction- all for less than the
cost of a receiver.
The PMA 300 features Denon's exclusive "Pure Current Supply" design with large power
supply transformer for excellent musical reproduction. It is conservatively rated at 60 watts per
channel (8 ohms, 20Hz-20kHz) and will drive any speaker comfortably. Remember, all watts are not
created equal, the high quality parts and thoughtful! design of this amp make for a sonic difference
that is truly remarkable. Numbers don't always teU the whole story.
The TU 400 tuner is equiped with a quartz lock synthesizer for simple station selection with the
precise tuning if a crystal oscillator. The result is quiet and clear broadcast reception. You can preset
·
up to 16 of your favorite stations or manually tune to any station.
Together, these two pieces retail for $500. Alterman Audio's super sale price is $366. Of
course we include our extended warranty. Come by and listen- the only expensive part is the sound .
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Metairie: 3213 17th Street· 834-n72 • Uptown: 7323 Freret • 866-3579

THE

he city of New Orleans is
not unlike her most famous
crustacean, the crawfish: you
have to know how to peel
back the rather intricate shell,
but the results are well
famous tourist attracworth the tionsTheofmore
the city are well known to
visitors: The French Quarter, the St.
trouble.
Charles streetcar, the Mississippi
River. But unlike other American
cities, beyond our main attractions
lie even more to see.
Thousands of tourists visit New
Orleans every year. and come away
delighted at the Quarter. the river,
the restaurants, and believe they've
seen the city, when they didn 't
know that a few blocks from the
Quarter begins one of the grandest
residential sections in the world,
with homes the size of state houses.
and mansions befitting royalty. As
they shop for trinkets near their
hotels, they never dream that within
a mile is an 80-block-long street
lined with antique shops with treasures of every cost and description.
As they admire Jackson Sq~are.
three miles away lies City Park,
with hundreds of acres of unimaginable beauty; two miles away is the
graceful Audubon Park, with one of
the nation's best zoos, and bordering on our north is a giant shallow
Lake Pontchartrain, surrounded by
restaurants and fountains. that
would be a major tourist attraction
on its own merit had it been in a
city with less competition and excitement.
The search for the hidden New
Orleans seems to be a major goal of
Jazz Fest visitors. These musiccrazed fans of the city and its
sounds seem especially attuned to
the out of the ordinary. For these
our favorite visitors, we've made up
a few special tours catering to your
varied and particular tastes.
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SIDETRIPS OF IHE SAINTS
Steve...........,.

H

aving fun can put you in a
rut. Music lovers and party
animals often retrace the
same routes over and over from uptown clubs to the Fairgrounds to the
S.S. President. So much happens·
during Jazz Fest along those corridors that it is easy never to leave
them. When this pattern continues
throughout the year, locals claim to
be victims of "swamp gas." Not
quite the lethargic stupor it was
once thought to be, its main symptom is an inability to "break
through the envelope." rarely getting to other parts of town and
almost never crossing the parish
line. The biggest effect of this
malady is missing out on a lot of
fun and some really nice places.
Visitors who have extra time between or after the festival weekends
may want to expand their horizons
beyond the French Quarter. Locals
may want to get that vacation feeling wtihout going very far. Both
groups can accomplish these ends
by following what I would call
" drives of the saints." Perusing
maps of the city and its surrounding
areas shows us to be surrounded by
saintliness. Seeking the saints and
using them like spirit guides will
help us discover some of
Louisiana's funk and fable.

1he Downtown Saints:
Roch, Claucle, ancl
Bernard
This is basically a city trip, a
good warmup. Catch the St.
·Claude-Refinery bus alongside the
Saenger Theater. Bring some coins
because they only accept even
change (60¢). If you get off along
the way you must pay to get on the
next bus. Driving, find the downand-out comer of the French Quarter, i.e. N. Rampart and Esplanade.
As you head down Rampart, you
will quickly come to King Rogers,
holding court in an old Frostop,
offering everything from Yet Camain, the Chinese-Creole hangover
cure soup, to fresh drum and
sheepshead at 59¢/lb. (prices subject to change). Across the street,
the J. Brocato side of the family
still serves their traditional Italian
ice creams and cookies. Here at this
curve, the main road changes from
Rampart to St. Claude. Rounding
the bend you set a well-seasoned
course for the Lower 9th Ward,
Arabi, Pointe a Ia Hache, and
Bohemia, depending on how far
you care to go.
First you pass blocks of shops
that look unchanged since the Fifties. Stop in an occasional thrift
store or comer grocery if trash and
treasure is your quest. For immediate crawfish gratification, pull
into Lama's St. Roche Market, a
green stucco landmark studded with
price-signs of the day. Sucking
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heads and pitching shells out the
window while driving is not recommended in a city where you need
all your wits to defend yourself
against other motorists. A better
plan would be to settle down under
the oaks on the neutral ground behind the market to enjoy your snack
there. A quick visit to the nearby
cemetery might also be interesting
to those who like statuary and
floodplain tombs.
If your taste is for more substantial fare, I suggest you head to
Restaurant Mandich, on the comer
of St. Claude and Louisa. Blessed
with a kitchen that does honor to
gumbo and bisque, rarely, if ever,
overcooks its fish, and puts more
than enough garlic in its Chicken
Bordelaise, you can dine here in
fine neighborhood style. It is open
for lunch during the week and for
suppers on Friday and Saturday
evenings.
One block back you may have
noticed the Saturn Bar. If you plan
to return along the same route, stop
in here then. Otherwise, proceed
there immediately. In between the
Hav-a-hanks, combs, candy, and
baseball caps is a wild collection of
mostly pornographic art by a surrealist sailor-patron. It tits right in
with the midget mummy suspended
from the ceiling and a beautiful
assortment of neon. After dark you
have a better chance of having Neil,

the proprietor, light up his sea turtle. All this is accompanied by your
choice of thirty-six imported beers
at only $1.50 apiece. Balcony seating is not quite available.
Continuing along past Desire and
many other dramatic streets, you
soon cross the drawbridge at the Industrial Canal. Proceed a short way
to Egania Street. Tum right and go
as far as you can. Here you will
find the two "steamboat houses."
Built by a retired riverboat captain
to mimic in a stylized fashion the
look of a riverboat, they are beautiful to look at and very functional in
design. Incorporating many principles of solar heating and cooling,
they are unique architectural types.
Their yards stretch out to the grass
of the levee. If you stroll up to the
top and back to where the canal
joins the river, you will have a
prime view of the downtown city (a
spectacular place to watch sunset). ~
Just beyond Egania, at the intersection of Caftin and St. Claude,
is Puglia's Supermarket. (When you
get to the Burger Orleans you have
gone too far.) Any R&B traveler
will want to tum left at this comer.
One block up on the left is the
well-known residence of Fats Domino. Jessie "Ooh Poo Pah Doo"
Hill also lives nearby. A vital pilgrimage, it feels good to be near
greatness.
Going back to St. Claude, it is

only a short distance to the borders
of Arabi. When you pass beneath
the giant flag. you are there. If you
have not yet had crawfish. your patience will be rewarded. At Perrino·s you can have them in combination with pool tables and cold
beer. one of the world's great partnerships. At numerous walk-in
shops such as McBreeze's orB & J
Seafood, which also has excellent
crawfish bisque, gumbo. and stuffed seafoods in frozen form, you
can get your boiled "bugs" in the
trusty brown paper bag. At the
sweeping bend where the road now
changes its name to Old St. Bernard
Highway, there is even an oldfashioned Cajun oasis. Pull directly
into Snappy Dan's Spur Station, but
forget about the octane. Inside is
the real fuel of choice. In the coolers are a wide assortment of tasso,
andouille, boudin, crawfish boudin,
and Cajun seafood pies. Up by the
register a good stock is kept hot and
ready to eat. My current favorite is
Marie's Cajun Crab Pie, imported
directly from Abbeville. It brings
back memories of visits to Acadia
where, before the food craze, it
seemed like you could only eat in
people's houses and gas stations
just like this.
To consume your crustaceous delights, you might head across the
street to the Chalmette Battlefield,
scene of the Battle of New Orleans.
Students of h1story and Johnny Horton know this to be the place where
"the gator lost his mind." Climb
up on the levee and watch the
supertankers go by. Also recommended IS cru1sing two more miles,
down past Rocky & Carlo's famous, cheap, and ltalian-Arabiesque cafeteria, to get on the Mississippi River ferry. You can watch
muddy water swirl over the bright
red shells before they disappear
forever. Cool off at the same time;,
there is always a breeze on the
river.
Cross back over the river. Return
the way you came or proceed on to
Violet, orange groves, oyster beds
and marsh.

1he Upriver Pa11tlwon
Heading up Claiborne will eventually bring you onto the winding,
two-lane river road where behemoth
industries live next to antebellum
mansions. The first town beyond
Kenner is St. Rose, which should
be famous as the home of guitarist
Snooks Eaglin. More saints follow:
first, St. Charles, then St. John the
Baptist, and then St. James Parish.
Plantations regularly present themselves to you for inspection.
Some of the finer ones are across
the river. You may cross by ferry at
Lutcher or further up at the Sunshine Bridge. Pressed for time, you
might even skip some of the preliminaries and go directly to the
bridge from the 1-10 exit at Sorrento. Once known as a boondoggle
going nowhere, it now carries you
near an excellent restaurant called
Lafitte's Landing. As you leave the

If you veer up north into St.
Landry Parish to dine at Prudhomme's Cajun Cafe, operated in the
town of Washington by Chef Paul's
sister Enola, you may feel you have
found a home away from home.

The St. Tammany Swing
A quick blast across the Causeway from New Orleans and your
first right will take you to old Manbridge, cross over to your left and
come back towards the river on the
service road. Be amazed to find elegant and delicious dining in a 1780s
building in what might seem an unlikely spot.
Oak Alley plantation is in this
area. It certainly ranks as a premier
attraction. Better yet, go on to
Nottoway Plantation, just outside
White Castle, across the river from
St. Gabriel. John Percle, a.k.a. ·
Johnny "Fine Foods for Funky
Moods" Jambalaya, not only runs a
find dining room, he also showcases musicians like John Rankin
and even Dr. John (once) on
weekends. Rooms are available, so
stay the evening. Nearby is Bayou
Sorrel and Grand Lake. Swamp
tours can be easily arranged for intrepid nature lovers.
An interest in either nature or antebellum grandeur could well carry
you above Baton Rouge to St. Francisville. Audubon sketched many of
his famous birds near there. The
countryside offers unusual waterfalls, hUls and ravines, and hardwood forests. For variety, you
could return by going east through
St. Helena Parish and down through
St. Tammany.

The Caiun Saints:
Martin ancl Landry
Farther afield, but of great interest to fans of zydeco and chankychank, would be a journey to the
source. To get to Cajun country, go.
to Baton Rouge and take a left.
When you cross the Atchafalaya
Basin, you have arrived. Space
does not allow listing all the fine
people and places out that way.
Suffice it to say that if you get off
the l-10 at Henderson and enj~y the
food at Robin's and the music at
Mutate's, you begin to feel why St.
Martin Parish takes pride in passing
a good time.

Mail Order Food
Why does New Orleans food
taste so good? We're not telling.
But if you wanna take it with you,
here's where to order. Cajun Cargo, New Orleans Seafood to go
(shipped nationally in reusable
styrofoam ice chest). Air express
door to door, 24-hour delivery. 1800-99-CARGO or 504-484-7266.
Free airport and hotel delivery.
·Tony Chachere's Creole Foods,
Box 1687, Opelousas, LA 70571,
1-800-551-9066 (outside LA), 1800-321-1816 (in LA). Konriko
Rice Mill, Box 296, New Iberia,
LA 70561 , 318-364-7242.
Mcilhenny Co. (Tabasco), Avery
Island, LA 70513, 318-365-8173.
Ortego Sauce, Rt. 6, Box 30, Ville Platte, LA 70586, 318-3632350. B.F. Trappey's Sons,
Drawer 400, New Iberia, LA
70561, 318-365-8281. zapp's
(potato chips), 1-800-HOT CHIP
(U.S. Chip Hotline) for same day
shipment. Also, pick up a
Louisiana cookbook or two at local bookshops.
deville. The postcard pretty
lakeshore is not for picnicking but
well worth seeing. Restaurants and
taverns abound. Farther east along
Hwy. 190 is La Provence, the fourstar restaurant of the wild gourmet,
Chef Chris Keragerogiou. Fontainbleau State Park is also right there
for camping and just wading in the
lake.
If you go back near the Causeway but then continue due west on
La. 22 for Madisonville, you will
have made a good move. The town
looks relaxing and friendly. The
tree-lined Tchefuncte leads back to
the lake, offering chances for fishing, water skiing, and sailing. The
local version of the dairy-dip has
both shrimp burgers and crab burg-

ers on buns, dressed costs extra.
While there, treat yourself to a
night at the nicest, friendliest bed
and breakfast you could wish for.
The River Run has gem-like rooms
which delight and refresh for a
mere $35 to $45 a night. Reservations should be made by calling 1845-4222.
To complete your tour, head
west, again on Hwy. 22. When you
reach the Tangipahoa River, you
can rent canoes at the campground.
Going on to Ponchatoula, you can
inquire about the recent strawberry
crop and the fate of the late great
state alligator. At the junction with
51-55, swing back south. When you
near the point where Lake Maurepas empties into Lake Pontchartrain, barely into St. John Parish,
look for the big orange fish that announces Middendorf's seafood restaurant. Stop. Do not pass the
world's definitive fried catfish.
Take your time. Eventually, you
will drive down to the 1-10 hookup,
come back over the St. Charles
swamp and on to the Crescent City.
Say a prayer of thanks to Our
Lady of Perpetual Motion and think
about where to go next.

More City Trips
1 After midnight the St. Charles
streetcars run only once an hour.
Far fewer riders share the trip
during these late-night runs. This
means the cars can sometimes go
long ways without requested stops.
They build up to a modest speed,
and it really sets them to rocking. A
mild thrill for quiet nights.
2 Take Canal-Pontchartrain Blvd.
bus to West End. Wander through
the marinas. Cross the 17th Street
Canal and explore the village that
inspired Jelly Roll Morton's
"Bucktown Stomp." Stops should
include Sid-Mar's, Schultz's
"Fresh" Hardware, R & 0 Pizza
Place, and Captain Sid's. A linear
bike path extends along the
.lakefront into Jefferson parish, if
you travel on a two-wheeler.
3 Coming out this way by either
car or bike could take you through
City Park. If so, stop at the
Museum of Art. On Thursday,
entry is free. For your return trip
you could go along the lakeshore
and make a stop at the Mardi Gras

fountain. Many coats of arms of
carnival krewes are there in mosaic
for your inspection. When you get
to Bayou St. John you can begin to
imagine where the voodoo
ceremonies might have taken place.
Trace its course back to Mid-City,
if that leads toward home.
4 River rides are fun. The
cheapest and easiest are on the
ferries (free). Another good bike
trip would be to go to the West
Bank on the Jackson A venue ferry.
Pedal easily down the levee to
Algiers Point, refresh yourself, and
cross back there to Canal Street. If
O'n foot or by car, cross at Canal

ZooCiv&e
There are several good riverboat cruises, harbor cruises,
bayou trips, and plantation
cruises, but one of the more fun
trips takes you from the new
Riverwalk shopping area to the
Audubon Zoo by the riverboat
Cotton Blossom. It's a good
chance to se~a the Mississippi
River at boat-level, and the Audubon Zoo is one of the.... best
zoos in the nation, with 58 acres
of tropical vegetation, waterfalls,
and more than 1200 animals.
Be sure to catch the Louisiana
Swamp Exhibit, featuring alligators, armadillos, nutria, etc. To
return, you can either go back
by way of boat, or get shuttled ,
through Audubon Park to the St.
Charles streetcar and back to
Canal Street. The streetcar ride
is worth the price of admission.
Bring your running shoes and
go for a run on the 1.8 mile Audubon Park running course.
587-Q740.
and go a few hundred yards down
to Algiers Landing. Have a few
drinks and take in the view. The
big windows offer an incredible
vantage onto the river, all its
traffic, and Jackson Square on the
opposite bank. After five o'clock be
sure to go down two more blocks to
Michaul's, a restaurant on the
comer of Paterson and Olivier. The
food is very fine, suppers only; and
Wednesday through Sundays live
music is presented. The Pfister
Sisters play on Sundays; call
361-4969 for other bands and info.
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RESTAURANT
Specializing in Italian Cuisine
SEAFOOD • HOMEMADE PIZZA
A very quaint restaurant
catering to those who
enjoy fine food.

•: IS A FOOD FEST!

•'

For the Most Healthful
Foods in New Orleans •••
Visit our Store & Deli

ALL NATURAL

foods & d=e.:.;..li~--.....

Open Mon-Fri Lunch
Mon-Sat Dinner

488-8452
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ESPLANADE, CITY PARK, AND THE CEMETERIES
-

- --

-

-

Eric Bookha. .

V

sitors venturing forth from the
French Quarter typically hop a
trolley ("streetcar" in
localese) and lurch Uptown via the
grand boulevard that is Saint
Charles A venue. However, there is
another somewhat grand boulevard
that bounds the rear of the French
Quarter - one that affords vistas
both splendid and exotic - and that
boulevard is the venerable Esplanade, the most direct route from
the French Quarter to the Jazz Festival.
Esplanade was to the original
Creole families what St. Charles
was to the Americans who settled
New Orleans; a wide and gracious
thoroughfare suitable for the display
of fine homes facing a grassy commons suitable for promenading.
From the river to Rampart and later
to Claiborne Avenue stretched the
elegant townhouses of the Creole
aristocracy and plantation gentry,
along with one very old U.S. Mint
(at the comer of Decatur Street).
Less ostentatious than the Americans Uptown, the Creoles made up
in elegance whatever their homes
may have Jacked in surface grandeur or pretense.
Today the grand boulevard of the
Creoles is, like its Uptown counter-

part, a bit the worse for wear in
places . Yet, this has not diminished
its mystique, nor its utility - Esplanade is still the most picturesque
route to City Park and the cryptic
splendors of the cemeteries nearby.
(To get to Metairie Cemetery, probably the city's most spectacular, it
is advisable to be in a car. However, if without, the Esplanade bus
can get you from the French Quarter all the way to City Park and the
New Orleans Museum of Art efficiently and cheaply.)
Esplanade is wide because the
French originally conceived New
Orleans as a walled city, sur-

rounded by moat-like canals and
·swampy wastes. Esplanade was originally one of the latter. But then
Bernard de Marigny, a wealthy
Creole who owned the adjacent
plantation behind the Quarter, lost it
all gambling, and had to subdivide
his land into tract housing and viola- a grand boulevard. Other
famous Creoles along Esplanade included the famHy of Edgar Degas,
the illustrious French Impressionist
painter whose brother caused a
great scandal by ditching his wife
Estelle (who was also their cousin)
and running off with a neighbor,
Madame America Olivier. Today
these townhouses are mostly occu-

pied by the descendants of these
Creoles as well as vampires and
other decadent types.
Proceeding in the direction of
City Park one notices that the housing becomes quite varied in style,
ranging from modest worker's quarters to manor houses and beyond,
including odd Italianate Victorian
villas and peculiar pallazzos. In this ·
latter vein, as one approaches City
Park, is an especially spectacular
example. The old Jockey Club (originally the Luling manor) sits just
off Esplanade to the right on Leda,
near the Fairgrounds race track. A
spectral and spectacular vision of a
tropical Italianate mansion it
appears ever-surprising, like a
Brazilian rubber baron's pallazzo
rising like an apparation from the
steaming jungles.
If all these exotic gothic visions
of ruinous splendor have served to
whet one's appetite, then backtrack
a couple of blocks from Leda, and
a variety of snacks can be found at
the Whole Foods Co. store, at the
comer of Esplanade and Mystery.
For a good cup of coffee, stop at
the True Brew at 3133 Ponce de
Leon. A hot meal can be had at the
Cafe Degas next door at 3127 Esplanade, or at the newer Bastille's,
a couple of blocks further back at
2808 Esplanade.
Proceeding forth again, one soon
crosses Bayou St. John, scene of
some of Marie Laveau 's voodoo
rituals, and then into the park itself.
Lelong Avenue, the extension of

Mudbug
crawfish specialties
every Monday at the
Gumbo Shop. Crawfish
etouffe, crawfish pie,
boiled crawfish, bisque,
and other mudbuggian
delights prepared just
the way you love· them.
All lunch and dinner
-s:oe,ctats feature mudbug
delicacies during
crawfish season.
If you always thought
Mondays were just for
red beans and rice, you
haven't indulged in
Mudbug Mondays at the
Gumbo Shop.

EVERYDAY
SPECIALS
.
8324 Oak Sr. 866-3223
Lunch: 11-2:30 M-Sat.
Dinner: 5-10:00 M-Thurs., 5-11 Fri. & Sat.
Sunday Brunch: 9-3:00

630 Saint Peter St., New Orleans,
1486 • Lunch and Dinner
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weere. It is entered via the service
road adjacent to 1-10 near the intersection of City Park Avenue and
Metairie Road. A true City of the
Dead, one almost needs a road map
just to get around. The best sights
are located from the central stretch
on toward the Metairie Road side.
Look fm the Brunswig pyramid, the
mock ruined Irish abbey of the
Egan family, and the four graces
that surmount the Moriarty monument (Faith, Hope, Charity and

=~.,
Blaine Kern Artists design
most of New Orleans' Mardi
Gras floats and their den, Blain
Kern's Mardi Gras World, giant
warehouses housing the huge
floats, is open to small groups to
walk through Monday-Friday, ·
10-4. You can reach the
museum by taking the Algiers
Ferry (it's free and a fun ride in
itself) at the end of Canal Street
to the West Bank. Once across
the river, follow the levee for six
blocks to the right. Mardi Gras
World is located on the river at
j3rooklyn and Newton streets.
Call 362-8211 for details.

D. Eric a-khanlt

Esplanade in the park, takes you to
the New Orleans Museum of Art
(free on Thurdays).
City Park is one of the larger
urban green spaces in the U.S. ,
stretching from Mid-City to the
lakefront residential area. Much of
this is golf course, however, and
the park is really at its best in the
core area that surrounds the
museum. Reclaimed from an abandoned plantation around the tum of
the century, City Park retains a
somewhat wild feeling. Near the

museum is the famous Dueling
Oak, where hot-blooded Creoles
had it out. Along Dreyfous Avenue
are some ruinous pavillions built by
the WPA, which now resemble the
remnants of some forgotten civilization. Nearby are tennis courts, a
children's amusement park featuring
an antique carousel, and also some
horticultural gardens including a
WPA-era rose garden and some
newer herb gardens. If motoring,
drive along the roadways that radiate out from the museum along the

lagoons. But be sure to get out and
walk at some point - the lagoon
on your left as you face the
museum entrance is rewarding in its
imitation of a primal landscape,
complete with cypress islands, vast
surrealistic oaks and sculptural
crepe myrtles.
City Parle Avenue, the leftward
extension of Esplanade skirting the
edge of the park, will take you to
the Greenwood and Metairie
cemeteries. Metairie is one of the
most spectacular cemeteries any-

Mrs.

Moriarty), the domed Moorish
tombs, the massive Italian Society
crypts, the former Arlington (now
Morales) tomb depicting in stone a
virgin being denied entry to the
whorehouse of its namesake, et
cetera.

NEW ORLEANS GAVE JAZZ TO THE WORLD! NOW •••

PET~ER'S

PIZZA

BRINGS NEW YORK STYLE PIZZA TO NEW ORLEANS

For those who won't be cut
from the same mold.
A school offering professional-quality salon services at
unbelievably low prices. No appointments necessary.
M-F 10 am-8 pm*, Sat. 8:30 am-4 pm.

THE
8211 Oak St. (off S. Carrollton),
866-6559 or 866-6196
Call if interested in a career in salon services.
'Pe~ms

and colc>ring not offered after 7 pm Mon.-Fri. and 3 pm on Sat.

Just 5 minutes away f·rom the Uptown Clubs
Open seven days untU 1:00 AM weekdays; 2:00 AM Fri. 1r Sat.
. .. and don't forget our lasagna, calzones, salads.
our wide selection of imported beers, our fantastic jukebox
and of course. the best pizza in New Orleans.

. FREE DELIVERY
899-9994

6104 Magazine St.
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PIANO BARS
IOM McDennolt

rS

Longha;r, Roosevelt
Dofessor
1

(formerly of Willy Coin's)
and
John Chr~stoper Ward
present:

Fine Casual
Oininq
at the AL{NEW

GEE & LIL'S
nnd a lolal~q nrw mmu indudin_q:
Shrimp Fl'llucinl'
Bnhnminn Chowdn
Gui(Fish 'cnrihbl'nn
Vml Sault
Shnmp Joanne
Tur.,. thru Snt.
17:30 n.m.-2:30 p.m.
5:30 p.m.-TO p.m.
,Mon.,.
11.30 n.m.-2:30 p.m.
Visit Us at the
Jazz Fest, Booth # 5

7204 Ha_'lnt Blvd.
Ttl. 242-7570
&lwun [)ownmnn Rd
& Crowdrr Blvd.
on lht Ln/t;fronl

ykes, James Booker and Tuts
Washington are dead; Ellis Marsalis, Dr. John, Harry Connick, Jr.
and Henry Butler have fled the city.
Still, New Orleans has to be considered a good piano town. The classic
"piano bar" set-up, in which listeners sit around the piano and hurl requests for Rodgers and Hammerstein tunes at the bemused keyboard
player, may be fading. Nevertheless, there are plenty of venues,
particularly hotels, where patrons
can sit nearby and absorb some tasty piano.
The out-of-towner seeking "traditional New Orleans piano," a
phrase that could include anybody
from Jelly Roll Morton to Longhair
and Fats Domino, will have to look
hard, for practitioners of these
styles are surprisingly few. Amasa
Miller plays outdoors daily at the
Gazebo on Decatur Street in the
French Quarter. His repertoire consists of Fess, Dollar Brand, Robert
Shaw and other oddities. Uptown at
the Pontchartrain Hotel, Tom
McDermott is even more eclectic.
His arsenal includes Fess and James
Booker transcriptions, ragtime,
stride, modem jazz and Chopin.
Back on Bourbon Street's Mahogany Hall you may find David

Boeddinghaus, a fine purveyor of
ragtime and stride and pianist for
the equally fine Banu Gibson Band.
The outstanding traiditional pianist of the hour is a young Englishman, Jon "King" Cleary. Rooted
in Mac Rebennack, Cleary also
sings and plays guitar superbly and
is a potential New Orleans music
superstar. Alas, while he plays
occasionally at "piano niles" at
Tipitina's and the Maple Leaf Bar,
he may be hard to catch at Jazz
Fest, except in the confines of Walter Washington's Band.
Those who like more conventional music in comfy surroundings have a number of
choices, all hotels. In the heart of
the quarter, the Royal Orleans has a
beautiful room with a trio of good
players, the best of whom is the
elegant Roger Dickerson. The witty, contrapuntal Sam Adams resides
at the Fairmont, while at the InterContinental, Joel Simpson has made
a point of learning almost any song
you'd want to hear. When not anchoring various Latin jazz ensembles around town, Jorge Mararak
plays extroverted keyboard at the
Holiday Inn Crowne Plaza. Best of
all is Marcie Noonan, a superb
post-Bill Evans stylist who plays in
the incredibly posh Windsor Court

Hotel. All of these musicians are
jazz players who have to tone down
a bit for these steady bread-andbutter gigs. And they're all within
walking distance for a nice evening
of listening and getting soused.
Back in the bowels of the Quarter, the Stage Door Cafe's Sylvia
Johns entertains with a lot of chops
and a Liberace mindset; Cindy
Chen proffers pleasant pop piano at
Trey Yuen and Marie Laveau's
(two excellent restaurants), and
Mike Bunis bowls 'em over with
Jerry Lee Lewis-like riffs at the
Landmark Hotel. Two antiques with
certified followings are the "human
trumpet" AI Broussard, at the 711
Club, and Miss Lilly at Lafitte's
Blacksmith Shop, a dark and
entertaining bar in a historical
building on Bourbon.
Finally there are players who
don't have regular gigs or have
moved away who will playing at
the festival: David Torkanowsky
(probably the best jazz player not to
move out of town), Harry Connick,
Jr. (a sensational youngun' visiting
from New York), Ronnie Kole
(New Orleans' answer to Peter
Nero), and of course the superstars,
Toussaint, Doc, Fats, and Ellis
Marsalis.

A thirteen-part
national radio
series hosted by
Ellis Marsalis
featuring
CONTEMPORAR
NEW ORLEAN
JAZZ

PROUD SPONSORS OF NEW ORLEANS
JAZZ & HERITAGE FESTIVAL!
30 W.velea... • MAY
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ity the pilgrim on Jazzfest
weekdays. While resorting
to a bus-tour or a buggyride, he may go slightly mad
wondering why the city's bestknown cultural resource goes begging for all but the scarcest
public acknowledgement.
New Orleans is a city of many
small landmarks. But it has no
public monument (nor even any
official recognition of) King
Oliver, Sidney Bechet or Jelly
Roll Morton. Indeed, the city's
one public monument to a musician, Armstrong Park, came to
being just a decade ago.
But pilgrims, even the wideeyed ones expecting to hear the
strains of the Hot Five or the
Creole Jazz Band blaring from
public loudspeakers, can take
heart with some of the following
suggestions -places of interest
to the music buff, and often
ignored by the local populace.
The following list of sites is
recommended for both the merely curious (who may wish to do
more than try the rutted tourist
paths) and the more fervent devotees of New Orleans music.
Most sites can be reached on
foot or by public transit (60

Wrth the demise of Metronome, many records by local
artists (often imports) have become harder to get, but with a
little perseverance treasures still
can be found.

General
Mushroom, 1035 Broadway,
866-6065 (with a New Orleans
section)
Peaches, 3129 Gentilly Blvd.,
282-3322.
Record Connection, 3331 St.
Charles Ave., 891-4231.
Smith's, 2019 St. Charles Ave.,
522-7969.
Sound Shop, 3301 Veterans
Blvd., 833-9370.
Sound Warehouse, 5500 Magazine (with N.O. section); 7231
Veterans Blvd.; 3017 Veterans;

cents).
The Jazz Museum (Louisiana
State Museum, Esplanade and
Decatur). The world's largest
jazz museum is located on the
second floor of the old U.S.
Mint building, but most stumble
upon it by accident. Hundreds of
photographs and instruments (including a "clarinet forest")
make this a must for all visitors.
It opens at 10 a.m. Wednesday
thru Friday and is never
crowded.
Armstrong Park. There are

4852 Chef Menteur.

Rare & Second Hand
Randy's Records, 829 Chartres
(French Quarter)
Jim Russell's Rare Records,
1837 Magazine, 522·2602.
Goldmine, 6469 Jefferson Hwy.,
Harahan, 737-2233; West Bank
Expwy., Westwego, 347-7447.
Memory Lane, 6417 Airline
Hwy., Metairie, 733·2120.
Peaches, 3627 S. Carrollton
Ave., 482-6431.
Record Ron, 1129 Decatur
(French Quarter), 524·9444.
Rock 'n' Roll Collectables, 533
St. Philip (French Quarter) 561·
4583.
Also, remember to go by John
Berthelot's record tent at the
Fair Grounds for a great selection of New Orleans and Cajun
records.

big plans for the future of Armstrong Park, but right now possibly a disappointment for those
seeking something beyond a statue of Pops (to the right as you
enter through the arch at Rampart and St. Ann). This is a park
with a name but no theme. It
was carved out of the old Treme
neighborhood, and includes Perseverance Hall, pleasant green
mound, and a lagoon. The famous Congo Square (to the left
of the arch) is now a part of the
park, as is WWOZ-FM, New

NEW
SERVICES !
NOW OFFERING
SAME DAY
EKTACHROME SLIDE
PROCESSING
AND NEXT DAY
BLACK & WHITE
CONTACT SHEETS

7505 MAPLE ST., NEW ORLEANS, LA 70118
9:30-5 Mon-Fri, 10-4 Sat
861-02n
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Orleans' community radio station.
Orleans? This is the place. 8:30-5
p.m., Monday-Friday, 10-noon SatHistorical Sites. Interested in the
urday.
location of the Dew Drop Inn (2840
J&M Studio (Rampart and
LaSalle), Jane Alley (between S.
Dumaine). Now housing a travel
White and Broad), or the former reagency, this historic site ·from 1947
sidences of King Oliver (2712
to 1956 was the center of the
Dryades), Sidney Bechet (1725 N.
Villere), Buddy Bolden (2309
First), or even Allen Toussaint
(4326 Earhart)? Then try to find
RUNNING ROUIES
Karl Koenig's Jazz Map of New
Orleans, the only map of its kind.
New Orleans' flat streets and
Koenig is a musicologist and jazz
levees make great places to run.
researcher who has devised a tour
For those of you from more
of jazz sites. With the map, one can
temperate climes, remember our
find the former sites of Spano's
high humidity and high tempera("where the ambulance was forever
tures can cause trouble. Drink
backing up to the door"), Pete
lots of water, and if you start to
Lata's ("The dancing, an unskilled
feel bad, STOP. This ain't
but highly rhythmic activity, was
Cleveland, this is the trop1cs.
vulgar and suggestive in the extreme, often resembling a kind of
AIHiubon Parle
vertical copulation"), and hundreds
The beautiful live oaks and
nurtured
that
establishments
other
of
graceful architecture make Au·
jazz. Warning: the visitor shouldn't
attempt this tour on foot or by publ- - dubon Park a peaceful and soothing place to run. Catch the St.
ic transit. It's a long tour that reCharles A venue streetcar to the
quires an auto with an experienced
main entrance across from
local driver.
Tulane University and start your
Tulane Jazz Archive (Howardrun here. There are two main
Tilton Memorial Library, Tulane
courses, a 1.8 mile loop around
University). Located on St. Charles
the golf course that is closed to
Avenue, across from Audubon
traffic, and a 3. I mile loop
Park, accessible by streetcar. A
encompassing the entire park.
treasure trove of material on New
Vee left when approaching
Orleans jazz, especially its origins,
Magazine Street and follow the
awaits jazz buffs and scholars, in
path back to the main entrance.
the form of recordings, photoTo complete the 3.2 mile loop,
graphs, and some 1500 taped incarefully cross Magazine Street
terviews. Want to hear musicians
and follow the road past the zoo.
discussing tum-of-the-century New

rhythm-and-blues universe, with the
J&M Music Shop in the front and
Cosimo Matassa's studio in the
back. Fats Domino, Little Richard,
Dave Bartholomew and scores of
others first spoke to the world from
this building.

..............................................................................................

FOR OVERNIGHT
ACCOMMODATIONS
OR THE PLEASURE
OF OUR EXQUISITE
VICTORIAN LOUNGE
AND DINING ROOM

3811 St. Charles Avenue
New Orleans, LA 70115
(504) 899-9308

Continue along the riverview
area by Mississ1ppi River and
back to St. Charles Avenue.

City Parle
Esplanade Avenue will run
you straight into the main entrance to City Park at the
Museum. From the front of the
museum, circle the museum to
the right. Take the second right,
which leads to Roosevelt Mall.
Run the loop, and finish back in
front of the museum. If you add
the loop in front of the museum,
the route is approximately two
miles.

.liD% ,.., 5IC
There will be a 5K and I mile
fun run on Saturday morning, May
2 at 8 a.m. at City Park, starting at
City Park Avenue and Zachary
Taylor. Fee is $12 ($14 after April
29) but includes Jazz Fest Fun Run
t-shirt and admission to the Jazz
Fest for the first 1000 participants.
For information: 362-0090 or 5222956.

World's Most Famous

CAJUN RESTAURANT
Breaux Bridge, LA

MARGARITAVILLE
t

Mon
, 1 Tue
Q Wed
J..,. i Thu
t' ~ Fri
~; \ { Sat
· Sun

Les Freres Michot
Cankton
Cajun Brew
Beausoleil
Beausoleil
Hector Duhon & Octa Clark
File

Live Cajun Music
Great Cajun Food
7 Nights a Week
•
For Reservations & Information Call 318 332-4648
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MEET YOUR FRIENDS HERE BEFORE
OR AFTER THE JAZZFEST
lt'a right on the way

BRUNCH : LUNCH : DINNER : DRINKS

~OR~IbbA
ESPLANADE AT DECATUR

fabulous margaritas
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Who says you
can't have your
boudin and eat
it, too - a gold
record, a hot
musical career,
and a little
house near the
bayou in Cecilia,
Louisiana?

.by Elizabeth
Shannon

II

ickie Landry lives in
his native Cecilia,
Louisiana, in a rambling renovated country
store plopped down in
the middle of a huge
pecan grove complete
with crawfish pond,
grazing cows and a
lazy bayou across the
road. A couple of
months have passed
since I made my way
to Dickie and his wife Tina Girouard's house and
there are changes. I notice a new arrangement in the
living room, new covers on the sofa, a microwave in
the kitchen and a new studio. Computers, keyboards
and all kinds of technical equipment are arranged in
the upstairs loft in stark contrast to the aerial view of
the peaceful Cajun countryside, with Landry preparing the barbeque pit for an afternoon feast. Dickie is
a mean man when it comes to cooking - slow and
easy and oh so good.
Hanging around the Landry household not only
gets you well fed but you can eavesdrop on interesting conversations - Quincy Jones' office calling
about zydeco, or Landry's big plans with Tina (the
departure date for a three-week tour with Terrance
Simien, opening for six nights for Fats Domino at the
Bern International Jazz Fest in Switzerland, and
Landry's conert at the Jazz and Heritage Festival in
the Jazz Tent on April 24)- plus you're within
walking distance of the site of the upcoming "Festival International de Louisiane" in Lafayette on
July 4.
Dickie Landry also lives in New York City, a full
credentialed member of the avant-garde of New
York music, a founding member of The Philip Glass
Ensemble, a collaborator with the top avant-garde
musicians of this day. But what is a member of this
decade's avant-garde doing in tiny Cecilia? At
present he is busy in the studio working on a new

composition, a commission from the powerful Menil
Foundation that will premier in June at the Rothko
Chapel. The composition will celebrate the inaugural opening of the Menil Collection, a $26 million museum built in Houston, Texas, to house the
collection of John and Dominique de Menil. In addition to being brought in as a music consultant, Landry was asked to compose a new work for the occasion. Mass is the current working title of the contemporary composition based on the old liturgy of the
Latin or Gregorian mass. To premier Mass, he is
forming an ensemble drawing on the talent of past
collaborators. In order to complete the commission
Landry has designed and constructed a composer's
studio using the latest technology which includes a
midi-driven computer with unlimited component
capabilities. Rehearsals will take place in New York
since most of the musicians live on the East Coast.
Cecilia- New York - Cecilia. What's going
on?
Landry's career
musical as long as I
can remember. I
emulated
my
brother eight years
older than me who
played sax, and I
sang Gregorian
chants in church
starting at age six. I
picked cotton for my
uncle and they'd get
together at noon to
make Cajun music.
Then when I was 14,
my brother turned
me on to jazz. From then on all I wanted to play was
jazz." At the University of Southwestern Louisiana
(USL) in Lafayette, he discovered symphonic avantgarde through the works of Pierre Boulez and Karlheinz Stockhausen. After graduation he headed for
New York for 21/2 years to study flute with Arthur
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Lora, one of the country's leading virtuosos. By the
time LandrY hit the Big Apple, he was already an
accomplished clarinetist, saxophonist and flutist.
A return to Louisiana brought Landry into the
world of rhythm and blues - playing with the
14-piece band, the "Swing Kings," and finishing
his music degree at USL. "There's hardly a nightclub in southern Louisiana or east Texas I haven't
played in with somebody; and I still sit in with people
like Clifton Chenier and the Boogie Kings. I met
B.B. King, Wilson Pickett, and Otis Redding when
he was only 18. Those guys liked me because I had a
hom section that could play in tune; the hom section
from the Swing Kings."
While in Louisiana he remained in touch with the
avant-garde music scene through a professor and
organized new music concerts ofBoulez and Weber
at USL before returning to New York in 1968.
Landry began presenting his work in solo concerts
in 1970, experimenting with the use of a quadraphonic delay system that allowed him to form a
live quintet of his own voicing (his original sound
plus four time delayed repeats). For techno buffsthe system consists of four speakers placed two
before and two behind the audience. A slapback
echo system hooked up to four-track tapes repeats
each sound through the four speakers sequentially,
creating a spiral or vortex of sound. With improvisation "the delay gives you extended time. You can
hear what you •ve done and consider the next move. "
Noted for his original technique, he is also distinguished by his far-ranging abilities on soprano
and alto flute, bass clarinet, soprano, alto and, of
course, tenor saxophone, his widely acclaimed 1976
recording 15 Saxophones best exemplifies these earlier experiments.
Since 1970, Landry has given over 300 concerts in
the U.S.A., Canada, Mexico, Europe and Japan, the
most noteworthy of these being the Festival
d' Automne in Paris, Centre d'Art Contemporain in
Geneva, the Stedelijk Museum in Amsterdam,

Palais de Beau Artes in Brussels, Stadlijk Museum
in Munich, Forum Stadpark in Graz, Austria, and
the Rufino Tamayo Museum in Mexico City which
was broadcast live via satelite to the Spanishspeaking world. In the United States, Landry has
performed in major concert halls, museums, universities and churches. The list includes Carnegie Hall.
Paralleling Landry's musical career came his
pioneering experiments in video, the visual arts and
photography. He has exhibited drawings, video
tapes, and photographs in several galleries in the
United States and Europe with his first one-man
show at the prestigious Leo Castelli Gallery in New
York City which, with Castellini-Sonnabend, Inc.,
distribute his tapes. His explorations in photography
in the late Sixties and early Seventies resulted in a
published collaboration with fellow Louisiana artist
Keith Sonnier - Object Situation Object, and his
inclusion in several national art publications.
In addition to Landry's solo career as a musician
and visual artist, he has collaborated with other
composers, artists, and choreographers. From 1968
to 1981 he was a founding member of the original
group that formed the Philip Glass Ensemble, performing on all tours and recordings of that period and
ending with his participation in Einstein on the Beach, an opera production that made musical history
(CBS). He has worked with David Byrne of Talking
Heads on the Speaking in Tongues album for which
he received a gold record (Warner Bros.). In 1984
Landry started a collaboration with Laurie Anderson
at the Next Wave Festival in Set/Reset with choreographerTrisha Brown and artist Robert Rauschenberg
that continued to his inclusion in the Mister Heartbreak tour of America and Japan. He especially
enjoyed working with guitarist Adrian Balou. These
efforts culminated in the feature film production of
Home of the Brave and the LP of the same name
(Warner Bros.). To augment his musical endeavors,
he formed a production company Grand Point Records (address- Cecelia and New York).

In· 1985 Landry was musical consultant on the
feature film The Big E.Z .• starring Dennis Quaid and
Ellen Barkin (made in and soon to be released in
New Orleans). He selected zydeco, Cajun and blues
artists for the project as well as appearing in and
performing on "Closer to You," composed for the
film by Dennis Quaid with Terrence Simien, Art
Neville, and Landry (Columbia). Landry's wife,
Tina Girouard, arranged all of the film's choreography.
''Closer to You'' was his first experience working
with Art Neville, "a great writer and piano player"
says Landry. The two possibly will work together
again next yeai.
In 1986 Landry invited Paul Simon to Louisiana to
work with local zydeco musicians, which resulted in
the song "That Was Your Mother" on the album
Grace/and for which he was awarded a gold record
(Warner Bros.). Rockin' Dopsie is sporting a gold
record as well. "Dopsie is elated over the gold
record," says Landry, laughing, "But when Saturday Night Live called to arrange for featuring the
group on the program with host Paul Simon, Dopsie
had already booked a job in Houston.'' ''A job in
Houston!" moaned Simon to Landry. But Landry
understands and has great respect for the musical
talents of rural Southwest Louisiana, admitting that
many remain isolated. But with his recent recognition, Dopsie says that he's ready to go out and spread
the word about his brand of music.
Richard Landry seems comfortable in his role as
an ambassador for Southwest Louisiana music, both
at home in Cecilia- busy in the studio, and equally
at home in his New York studio rehearsing, or perhaps cooking gumbo for someone like Paul Simon.
Speaking of food, the barbeque is almost done and
people are arriving. A couple more quick questions:
What about a sneak preview of Ma.rs at the Jazz Fest?
I ask. "That's a possibility." What about a recording? "One step at a time," says Landry. "Now
come and get it."
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IS MOVING!
GRAND OPENING
SATURDAY MAY 23RD
Due to the number of name brands we carry,
we need more space to stock brands such as
AKAI, FOSTEX, KORG and MARSHALL.
Our new location will be
-5101 W. Esplanade AvenueJACKSON/CHAAYEL, INC.
in the Village Shops Shopping Center.
SALES, SERVICE and DISCOUNT PRICES
on major brands of Guitars - Keyboards Basses - Amps - Multitrack Recorders - Samplers Drum Machines - Si
Processors
Murphy
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"The music starts at The Music Stop."
Best Prices in Town
455-2618 • 4425 Chastant St., Metairie LA 70006 • 455-2187
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Fri. 16 through Sun. 18:
Polka Festival. Held in the Clarion Hotel's
Grand Ballroom, 1500 Canal in New Orleans,
this festival will feature many cajun bands as
well as traditional polkas.

Fri l

Saturday May 16 and Sun. 17:

Cajun Arll and Crafts Festival. The cajun Country
Opry in Houma, La. hosts this display of the distinct art of the Cajuns. Call 872-0297.

Thursday May 21 through Sun. 24:

Bluegrass J:estlval. Nitram Park in Pitkin, La.
hosts this music party. School's out; the sun is
out...what more motivation do you need? Get out
there and party! Phone 318-358-5357.
(

Friday May 22 through Sun. 24:

Fest-For-AU: Baton Rouge. Call 504-383-1825 for
details.

Saturday 23:

Festival of J:elllvals. Monroe, La. hosts this one.
Phone 318-387-5691 .

Jason and the Scorchers Friday 1

at Jimmy's.

Friday May 29 through Sun. 31:

Balloon Festival and Air Show. Hammond, La.
just north of the lake, hosts this exhibit of hot-air
balloons and planes. 504-345-4457.

[<•1 ~ C3 3 :; i?~
Friday 1
Anson and the Rockets, featuring blind Sam
Myers at the Maple Leaf. 8316 Oak Street,
Uptt:7Nn. Sht:7N starts around 10. Call the Leaf line
for details: 866-LEAF.
Jason and the Scorchm play their rockabilly/
rock at Jimmy's, 8200 Willt:7N. With rising local stars
Dash Rip Rock.
Fabulous T-Birds, on the
Riverboat President. See
information on the Jazz Fest
events ill this issue.

[!!!Ill]

Saturdav2

Sweethearts of the Rodeo play their country
tunes at Bronco's on the West Bank. Call 3681000.
Rockln Dopsle and the Zydeco lWIIten perform
their Louisiana cajun tunes at the Maple Leaf. Call
866-LEAF.
Crowded House, formerly Split Enz, play their
new wave/pop at Storyville Jazz Hall on Decatur in
the French Quarter. Phone 525-8199.

Sunday3

-

Robel't Cray plays his blues tunes at Tipitina's,
comer of Napoleon and Tchoupitoulas, Uptt:7Nn.

Tuesday 5

The Million UK perform their gothic hippie ritu-

als at Tipitina's around 10 pm. Call 897-3943.

and F.U.K. play at the VFW Hall on Franklin Ave.
near Treasure. All ages.

Saturday 23

C.S. Angels come from England to play at Jimmy's.
Joe "King" Cai'IICo attacks his Tex-Mex tunes
like no other. He plays at Storyville around 10 pm.

Gumbo Classic. Games at the Bertolino Playground, Kenner.
Zoo-to-Do. Black tie bash to support the Audubon
Zoo. food and music including the Commodores,
The N.O. Symphony, Sandy Cash. Bruce Daigrepont's Cajun Band and
more . .

Tuesday 26
Three Dog Night and America perform their hits
from the early 1970's at the zoo around 2 pm.

Thursday28
Kool and the Gang party at the UNO Lakefront
Arena.

Friday29
Punk Rock's not dead? All ages sht:7N with Canada's Adrenalln D.D., the X-Men, and IDS. At the
VFW Hall on Franklin.

Saturday30
Guadalcanal Diary play their swirling folk-rock at
Jimmy's.
Delbel't McClinton performs at Tipitina's.

I i !fi ~ ~'l:,j ~1

Weekends

JeHenon Downs hosts
horse racing.

Friday 1 through
Sunday3

~
'

Marrero J:ood Festival. St. Joseph the Worker
Church presents food, music and fun. 455 Ames
Blvd.

Billy Bragg. The Brithish guitarist may or may not
show up to perform his leftist anthems at Jimmy's. Call 866-9549.

Tuesday 12

Dingo Bolngo play their off-the-wall rock at Story'lle on Decatur Street.

Saturday 16
Hardcore S'ht:7N. Stevie Stllleto, the Muskrats,

~ Wednesdays ~
J Monque' d Blues Band

~Thursday~

Black Slacks
Mon 4
Fri 8
Sat 9
Mon 11
Fri 15
Sat 16

Saturday 2 through Sunday 3

Longvue tfouu and Gardens plant sale is the
perfect excuse to travel out Metairie Rd. on the
Orleans/Jefferson border to visit the historic site.

Tuesday 5

Saturday May 2 through 3:

Rose Fntrval. Shreveport, Ia. Call 318-9385402.

Call the "Leaf Line"
for more info
"'866-LEAF"
~

8316 Oak Street ~

"A Step Off the Streetcar"

Thursday 7 throuah 10

Friday 15

Muslcar Zoo Revue the N. 0. Symphony performs
at the Zoo.

Tuesday 23

Summer khool registration begins at Tulane.

Thursdays and Saturdays

866-9455

SPECIALS

-

Easy Rider. The classic 60's cult film sht:7Ns at
Loyola's FBI. 7:30 and 9:30.

1P

Arts and Crafts Festival. Leesville, in west Louisiana, is the spot to check out the industry of native
southerners. Call 318-238-3244 for exact location.
Dairy Festival. The South-East Louisiana Festival
is held this weekend in Hammond. Call (504) 3451524.

Ragtime Annie
& Nettie
Beausoleil
The Songdogs
Ragtime Annie
Lil' Queenie
Charmaine Neville
& Real Feelings
Shepherd Band
Charmaine Neville
. & Real Feelings
The Songdogs
Radiators

S. Carrollton & Maple

Saturday May 2:

Sunday 10

Sun 3

,

Monday 11

Saturdav9

Johnny Adima performs his New Orleans-style
smooth jazz at Canal Place to celebrate the Contemporary Arts Center's 10th birthday.
War plays their second night at Tipitina's.

Sat 2

Ftl 29
Sat 30

Friday May 1

New Orleans' great Irma Thomas sings at the
Audubon Zoo for Mother's Day.

sippi Gulf Coast Collosseum in Biloxi. Patti Smyth
opens.
Wlr performs at Tipitina's, Uptown. Call 8973943.

Anson & the Rockets
w/Blind Sam Myers
Rockin' Dopsie
& the Zydeco Twisters
Marcia Ball

Fri 22
Sat 23

Magic Kingdom On lca.llisney favorites skate at
Fri. May 1 throuah Sun. 3:
the Superdome.
Breaux Bridge Cnwflllt Festival. Didn't suck
enough adem heads in St. Bernard last week? Try
Saturday9
again! Call 318-667-6332 for the location and
McDoftogll15 Jazz and Food Felt is held at the
directions.
school, 721 St. Philip in the quarter. Live music
Gator Festival. Head on out to 16166 S. Harrell's
includes Charmaine Neville, the Dirty Dozen Brass
Ferry road in Baton Rouge ~
Band, the cajun Batiste Brothers and more. Two
for this extravaganza. 'N if
~J
stages; free admission.
.
ya can't make this party,
. Contemporary Art Center Party. 8 to 1 am. at
drop by the Audubon Zoo
-®
Canal Place. Help out art, party, and see the giant
any Thursday or Sunday at
3 pm to see the alligators
:.ttf.(\ cake.
eat!
~
Sunday Mother's Day
N.D. Jazz Fest. Check the schedule in this issue
Music and Nature are the topics of the day at the
for details concerning this, the largest festival in
louisiana nature and Science Center because the
the world.
Bon Ton Roulez Cloggers will play for the center at
Pnllne Festival. Houma, La. is the site of the
3 pm. 11000 Lake forest Blvd.
orgy for sweet freaks. Call (504) 876-2047.

FridavB
lfYIII MilliS plays his rock'n'roll at the Missis-

JAZZ FEST SPECIALS

Alligators Fed in the Louisiana Swamp Exhibit at
the Audubon Zoo. 3 pm twice a week every week
the animals feed.

$112o~

draft Michelob
in Frozen Mugs
$1.50 Hi Balls

SundayAll Day/All Night
$1 12oz draft Michelob
$1.50 Bloody Marys
Music by John Rankin
on alternate Sundays

MondayAll Day/All Night
$1 12oz draft Michelob

Tuesday9pm 'til midnight
$1.50 Corona

Wednesday·
9pm 'til midnight
Ladies Nite

Thursday9pm 'til midnight
$1 Domestic Bottled Beer
$1 Schnapps
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The Avenue at its Best
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Friday Afternoon Crawfish Boils
4pm ·'til
$1 Screwdrivers & Bloody Marys
Sat llam • 2pm
Great Food
served
Daily
From

llam.
llpm

LIVE NlUSIC
~DOWNTOWN
Artist Cafe, 608 lberville. Saturdays, 10 'till: Blues
Krewe. Warped Blues Music as only New Or1eans
can provide.
BIPrd'l Jm Alley, 701 Bourbon, 524-9200.
Jazz Unlimited every night, from 8.
Blue Room, in the Fairmont Hotel, 529-7111 .
Through Sun. May 3: singer
Patti Page. Tues. 5 through
Sun. 17: the 0'Jays sing
harmonies. Tues. 19
through May 31: New
Or1eans' own Irma Thomas.
........ 1001 N. Rampart,
525-4678. Diverse live music most nights. Please
call.
Blyou Blr, Ponchatrain Hotel, 2031 St. Charles.
524-0581. Mon., Tues. Wed.: piano by Tom
McDermitt. Thurs .• Fri.• Sat.: Car1 Franklin plays
from 8 to 12.
lottie lbt, Atop the Jackson Brewery, Decatur St.
Sat. and SUn., 2 to6 p.m.: Geaux-T Jazz Band.
1m " - · Jackson Brewery, Decatur St., 5259843. LOUisiana Lightning, oldies and hits, Sun.
afternoons.
Clfl De La VIII, 96 French Marl<et Place, 5248106. SUn., 4 to 8 p.m.: Dino Kruse, a rock and
soul band.
Plnlche, 200 Magazine, 522-2233. Fridays:
Willie Tee and Jim Singleton.
CIJun CI'IWftall Houae, 501 Bourbon, 529-4256.
Tues. through Thurs.: Laissez-faire Cajun Band, 9
p.m.
Chiefs CIJu~rCIIe, 123 Decatur. Live music while
you eat, all month.
Cl1rlon Hotel, 1500 Canal, 522-4500. Tues. Thur. 6 p.m.: Janice Medlock on the Terrace
Court, also 7 to 11 on weekends.
Collmo'a, 1201 Burgundy, 861-8110. Wednesdays
at 9: Ray Bonneville.
Creole Qunn, Poydras Street Wharf, 524-0814.
Cruises nightly, 8 to 10 pm, with Andrew Hall's
Society Jazz Band.
Cryatll Disco, 801 N. Claiborne. Thurs.: Bobby
Marchan and the Big Throwdown Contest. Sun.:
Bobby Marchan and Higher Ground. Also, a Gong
Show, 11 p.m. till. ·~110wn Invited."
DrNm Pllace, 534 Frenchman, 943-6860.
FIIITIIOIII Court, in the Fairmont Hotel, 529-7111.
Every nlgh1 save Sundays, Sam Adams at 9 pm.
hmon 0., 339 Bourbon, 522-7626. Wednesdays the Famous Door Fwe occupies the premises
untll4am.
Feelings, 2600 Chartres, 945-2222. Mondays,
Wednesdays, Thursdays, Saturdays, 7:30-10:30
pm: Kenny Butler. Tuesdays and Fridays, 7:3010:30 pm: Kenny Ard.
544 Clult, 544 Bourbon, 523-8611. Wed., Thurs.,
Sun., 9to3; Fri., Sat.,10to4: Gary Brown. Mon.,
Tues .• 3 to 9, and Fri. through SUn.• 3 to 9 the
band Southern Cooking plays.
Fortin Hone, 624 Bourbon. Brazilian music
nightly from 7 to 11 pm.
Pill Fountain 'I, in the Hilton Hotel, Canal Street.
523-4374. Pete Fountain and his band nightly at
10; one show only, reservations.
La Glutolll, in the Hotel Meridian, 614 Canal,
525-6000. The Creole Rice Jazz Trio, 11 am to 3
pm on Sundays.

I]

care

THE BIKESMITH·

TREK. SPORT BICYCUS DESIGIED
FORA TWO-WAYSIRED •••

AROUND THE

JAZZ & HERITAGE
FESTIVAL
ffi . 4700 FAEAET, UPTOWN
CEl 891-8585 • .897- BIKE
36WaYele•.... •MAY

GRebo, 1018 Decatur, 522-0862. Thurs. through
Sun.: Chris Bur1<e and New Orleans Jazz, 12 to 5.
Georgie Porgle, in the Hyatt Regency, Plaza
Level, 566-0000. Live rock and roll oldies. For
schedule, please call.
Hilton Hotel, Poydras at the river. In Le Cafe Bromeliad: the Hilton Opera Singers, Saturdays from
7 to 9 pm; Placida Adams' Jazz Band, Sundays
from 9:30 in the morning until 2:30 in the afternoon. In Kabby's: Eddie Bayard and His N.O. Classic Jazz Orchestra, Friday and Saturday nights
from 8 pm to midnight or Sunday from 10:30 am
to 2:30pm. In the English Bar: the Alan White Duo
Tuesdays through Saturdays, 4 to 7 pm and 9 to 11
pm. Also, in the French Garden, weekdays 10 to 1,
and weekends 10 to 2: Sandy Cash and the Big

Easy.

Hotel Intercontinental, 525-5566. In the Lobby
Lounge, Joel Simpson, 5-8 pm and Theresa Kelly
from 8-11 pm.
Hyltl Hotel, 561-1234. The Courtyard, third floor:
Sundays Chuck Credo Inc. performs traditional
New Orleans Jazz from 10:30 to 2. In the Mint
Julep Lounge catch the smooth sounds of Nora
Wixted and Band Fridays, 4 to 8 p.m. In the
Atrium, some SUn. and Mon. evenings, the Herb
Tassin Trio.
JollniiY White'I, 733 St. Peter. Tues.: Dino Kruse
rock and soul music from midnight.
lMid!U't Hotel, 541 Bourbon, 524-7611. Piano
music. Mon. and Thurs.: Greg Villafranco, 4 to 9
p.m. Tues., Wed., and Fri.: Terry Lee. 4 to 9 p.m.
Fri. through Wed.: Mike Bums, 9 to 2 a.m.
Mallolllourbon, 641 Bourbon, 522-8818. Thurs.
through Tues.: Lloyd Lambert. Wed.: Chuck
Credo.
Milson Dupuy Hotel, 1001 Toulouse. Thurs.
through Sat.: piano by nm Davis.
Mlttog111y Hill, 309 Bourbon, 525-5595. Music
by local entertainers every day in the afternoons
and again at 9 pm. Call 525-5595 for specific artists and times.
Medltemn11n Clfe, 1000 Decatur St., 5232302. Sat. and Suns. 1 until& p.m.: Scotty Hill's
French Mar1<et Jazz Band, with piano music before
and after.
The Mint, 500 Esplanade at Decatur. Harry Mayronne on the piano noon 11113 pm.
Old Abalntllt Houae, 400 Bourbon. Nightly save
Tuesday, from 9:30, Bryan Lee and the Jump
Street Five. Tuesdays: the J Monque'D Blues
Band.
Old Opera Houae, 601 Bourbon, 522-3265. Call
for their latest schedule. Live music nightly
includes New Or1eans groups. Many bands featured specialize in rhythm and blues.
Pmemllon Hill, 726 St. Peter, 523-8939. Sun:
Harold Dejan and the Olympia Brass Band. Mon.
and Thurs.: Kid Thomas Valentine. Tues. and Fri.:
Kid Sheik Colar. Wed. and Sat.: The Humphrey
Brothers.
Prouts, 732 N. Claiborne. Fridays: Bobby Love
and Willie West play tunes from Love's records,
along with Angelo Nocentelli and others. New
Orleans-style roosic.
Ropl SOMibl Hotel, 300 Bourbon, 586-0000. In
the Mystick Den, Tuesday-Saturday, Bobby
Lonero, from 10 pm.
Rpn'aliOO Clult, 441 Bourbon, 566-1507. From 9
nightly, the Celtic Folk Singers.
Clll Sblu, 1011 Decatur. Pianists from 8:30 to
11 :30. Mondays and Wednesdays: Amasa Miller.
Tuesday and Sundays: Cynthia Chen. ThursdaySaturday: Fred McDowell. Harry Mayronne, plays
Sunday noon until3 pm.

COME SEE •••
Seaport Clllllld Blr, 568- 0981. Tues. through
Sat.: Sally Townes, 9 to 1.
Scruplea Cafe, 723 Burgundy, 523-7386.
Through Sun. 15, Sat. 11 to 3: Rafael Cruz. Call for
the complete schedule.
711 Club, 711 Bourbon, 525-3379. Tues.-Sat.,
from 9:30, Randy Hebert, in the Showbar. Wed.·
.... Sat.. 9 om-2 am, AI Broussard in the Main Bar.

How fo gel fo file

Fesfival using Public
'l'raiiSpOI'frlfioll
From the corner of Canal
Street and North Rampart (next
to the Popeye's Fned Chicken),
take the Esplanade bus. This
will cost 60¢, so have the correct change ready.
Your stop is at Grand Route
St. John. From there walk three
blocks down North Lopez. You
·
will be able to see the Fair
Grounds from the stop at Grand
Route St. John.
You can take the Jazz Fest
Shuttle from the Louisiana Superdome (Poydras Street Side)
or the International Hotel. $11
adults ($5 children) fare includes
round trip service and admission
to the Festival. Call 581-7222.

Storyvllle, 1104 Decatur. 525-8199. Frt. May 1:
Decatur Street Jazz Band, 8 pm. Maynard Ferguson and Luther Kent, 10 and 12. Sat. 2: Cajun
Connection, 2 pm. Teddy Riley Jazz Band, 8. Exit
209 and Crowded House, 11 pm. Sun 3: Evangeline, 1 pm. Zackary Richard and Luther Kent, 9.
Mon. 4: Teddy Riley Jazz Band. Tues. 5: Decatur
Street Jazz Band. Wed. 6: Tennessee Jazz Search
semi·Anals. Fri. 8: Freddy Fender, Luther Kent at
10:30. Sat. 9: Cajun Connection, 1 pm; Teddy
Riley, 8 ; Luther Kent 12. Sun. 10: Evangeline, 1;
Ezra Charles, 7; Leslie Smith and friends, 10.
Mon. 11 : Teddy Riley. Tues. 12: Decautr Street
Jazz Band, 8; oingo Boingo, 11 . Wed. 13: Teddy
Riley. Thurs. 14: Teddy Riley and James Rivers.
Sat. 16: Cajun Connection, 1; Teddy Riley, 8;
Cricketts (Buddy Holly's pals), 10. Sun. 17:
Evangeline at 1 pm and Leslie Smith and friends
at 9. Mon. 18: Teddy Riley Jazz Band. Tues. 19:
Decatur Street Jazz Band. Wed. 20: Teddy Riley.
Thurs. 21 : Teddy Riley followed by James Rivers,
8 pm. Fri. 22: Decatur Street Jazz Band followed
by Jessie Hill. Sat. 23: Cajun Connection at 1 pm;
Teddy Riley at 8. Joe King Carasco at 10. Sun. 24:
Evangeline, 1; Leslie Smith, 9. Mon. 25: Teddy
Riley Jazz Band. Tues. 26: Decatur Street Jazz.
Wed. 27: Teddy Riley. Thurs 28: Teddy Riley and
James Rivers. Sat. 30: Cajun Connection at 1;
Teddy Riley at 8 Call for updates and details.
Tropical Isle, 738 Toulouse, 523-9492. Thurs.,
Fri , Sats.: AI Miller. THe club also features
unscheduled jam sessions.
Windsor Court Grill Room, 300 Gravier, 523·
6000. Fridays-Saturdays from 9:30, the Joel
Simpson, Jazz Duo.
Winnie's, 2034 A.P. Tureaud, 945-9124. Sundays
from 6 until10 pm, Emie K-Ooe.

~
Snug Harbor, 626 Frenchmen, 949-0696. Fri. May
1 and Sat. 2: Donald Hamson and Terrance Blanchard. Sun. 3: AI Kooper. Tues. 5: AI Herman and
Bill Huntington Quartet. Wed. 6: George French
and David Torkanowsky with friends. Thurs. 7:
Jazz jam with James Singleton, Steve Masakowski and others. Fri. 8: Amasa Miller and his
women, including Charmaine Neville, Lil' Queenie
and the Pfister Sisters. Sat. 9: Germaine Bazzle,
Emilie Vinett, George French and Emie Ellie. Tues.
12: Leslie Smith and David Torl<anowsky Quartet.
Wed. 13: Ed Perkins and David Torkanowsky.
Thurs. 14: Jazz jam with Jeff Boudreaux, Rick
Margitza, Steve Masakowski and Bill Huntington.
Fri. 15: Barbara Short performs with George
French, Emilie Vinett, Shannon Powell and Davis
Lastie. Sat. 16: Larry Sieberth, Scott Goudeau,
R1chard Margitza, Hertin Riley and Elton Heron.
Sun. 17: John King Cleary. Tues. 19: Leslie Smith
and Larry Sieberth. Wed. 20: Yolanda Robinson
sings; David Torkanowsky Quartet performs.
Thurs. 21 : Jam with Jimmy Bellero, Hank Mackie,
Charley Occhipinti and others. Fri. 22: Carnival.
Sat. 23: Germaine Bazzle, Ernie Ellie, George
French and Emile Vinette. Sun. 24: singer/
guiatrist John Rankin. Tues. 26: Leslie Smith and
Amasa Miller. Wed. 27: Reggie Houston and
Amasa Miller. Thurs. 28: AI Bouletto Quartet. Sat.
30: Fred Kemp, Emile Vinette, and friends. Sun.
31 : Willie Metcalf Trio. Each Monday Snug Harbor
features Charmaine Neville and Real ~ings with
Amasa Miller.

LAKEFRONT

The Bounty, 1926 W. End Park, 282-9333. Sun.,
Wed , Thurs.· The Topcats play original pop and
rock mUSIC.
Nexus, 6200 Elysian Fields, 288-3440 Fri., 6:30
to 10:30 p.m.:Philip Manuel with Julian Garcia.
10:30 to 2:30a.m.: Sharon Henderson. Sat.: Philip Manuel. Sun., 8 p.m.: James Rivers Movement.

AND SAVE!

KORG SYNTHESIZERS
MULTI • TIMBREL

ROLAND - AKAI - KAWAI
KEYBOARDS
DRUM MACHINES • MIDICABLES • GUITARS
NEW SOFfWARE FOR COMMODORE, ATARI, IBM

1828 VETERANS

THE MUSIC STORE

834-3088

WALTER
" WOLFMAN "
WASHINGTON
AND THE ROADMASTERS
APPEARING AT
THE KOINDU STAGE
MAY 2, 3:10pm
1987 NEW ORLEANS JAZZ
& HERITAGE FESTIVAL
Now touring throughout the United States
For booking mformatlo'l call 822-4440

~METAIRIE
Club Berlin, 454-5180. Formerly the Showboat,
this club features new wave rock and roll music by
local bands.
Landmark Lounge, Landmark Hotel, 2601
Severn. Tues., Thurs.: The Wayne Chance Band,
featuring vocalist kathy Savoie, 9 pm. Fri., Sat:
The Wayne Cance Band plays their relaxing tunes
at10.

~

N.O. EAST

Beau Geste, 7011 Read Blvd., 242-9710. Fri. and
Sat.. Moondance featuring AI Norman.
The Club, 1701 St. Bernard, 947-9334. Sundays
from 9 until1 . Black Market featuring Alvin Banks.
Cubby's, 8700 Lake Forest Blvd., 241-6769.
Tues., Fri., Sat., Rockin Jerry & The Spice of Life,
10 pm. Wed., Stan the Oldies Man. Sun., Bobby
Cure & The Summertime Blues. Mon.: Disco OJ
spins the top 40

UNITED SOUND COMPANY
UNITED SOUND COMPANY. a l1ve sound remforcement and
productiOn support serv1ce f1rm based 1n New Orleans. not only
offers years of expenence and expert1se. but also the latest m
sound equ1pment.
Our systems can cover aud1ences of up to 15 thousand people
1ndoors or outdoors. In add1t1on. we also des1gn and manufacture speaker enclosures and cabl1ng networks. prov1de
techn1cal productiOn management. sound consultatiOn. stag1ng.
labor. stage management. 1nstallat1on and rentals We can handle ALL your productiOn needs. and were only a phone call
away'

CAVEMAN CASES
CAVEMAN CASES prov1des the f1nest value in equ1pment protection w1th today s technology. We comb1ne many years of road
and fl1ght expenence. the fmest materials and expert des1gn. Our
cases are des1gned to exceed AT A specif1cat1on 300 for heavy
duty serv1ce
"We stand behmd. on top of and all around our cases.··
Send us your requirements today or for more Information call
(504) 822-4440.

UNITED SOUND & CAVEMAN CASES
4440 Earhart Bou levard, New Orleans, LA 70125

Hear US at the Koindu Stage
during the 1987 New Orleans
Jazz and Heritage Festival!
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Record Release Party For The

KILLER BEES
With very s·pecial Guests

TIPPA IRit AND PATO BANTON
rRIDAY, MAY 15 AT TIPITINA'S

Get the Killer Bees new LP featuring Cyril Nevil

Groovln'

<II Sound wuwhotiSI'. c.mall<ecorcl o·nu-r. Mushroom II<·<orris.
l'.lrcl(h,.,.. 111 Balon Hou~e. <:tnd Hacoon 111 l.lf<l)"<'IIC'

Benny's Bar, 738 Valence, 895-9405. Some of the
best free music in New Orleans, featuring local
artists such as Charmaine Neville and J.D. and the
Jammers. Music most nights, calli for details.
Bert & Quentrell's Happy Lounge, 8520 Spruce,
866-0024. Weekend disco.
The Boot, 1035 Broadway, Sat. 9: Charmaine
Neville and Real Feelings.
Carrollton Station, 8140 Willow, Fri. 1: rockabilly
band Johnny J. and the Hitmen.
Glass House, 2519 S. Saratoga, 895-9279.
Thursdays: Re-birth.
Jimmy's, 8200 Willow, 866-9549. See ad this section. Check out the ad in this section. The club
features local pop and rock bands as well as
national and international acts. Fri. May 1: jason
and the Scorchers, Dash Rip Rock, and the Questionaire. Sat. 2: Jessie Hill's New orleans Rythmn
and Blues revue featuring Ernie K-Doe, Oliver
Mor~;an, and special guest Ms. B. Sun. 3: Charmiane NEville and Real Feelings. Tues. 5: Hunters
and Collectors with the Subterrainians. Thurs. 7:
Union Chant. Fri. t: the Radiators play their
warped new orleans rythmn and roll. Sat. 9: Grace
Darling, formerly saxophonist for Uncle Stan and
Auntie Vera performs with her new group. Thurs.
14: the Dick Noxons and Tribe Nunzio. Fri. 15:
Union Chant. Sat. 16: 4 for Nothing. Thurs. 21:
Force of Habit and lenny Jornes. Fri. 22:
Songdogs. Sat. 23: C.S. Angels (from England).
Fri. 29: Voices of Winter. Sat. 30: Guadacanal
Diary. Phone the concert line for times and
updated info.
Keswany's, Uptown Square, 200 Broadway, Fridays and Saturdays from 7:30, Sundays 12:30 to
3:30p.m. composer/pianist Tim Davis. .
Maple Leaf, 8316 Oak, 866-9359. Features local
talent including jazz, folk, and cajun music, in
addition to well known international acts. Fri. May
1: Anson and the rockits with Sam Myers. Sat. 2:
Rockin Dopise and the Zydeco Twisters. Sun. 3:
Marcia Ball. Mon. 4: Ragtime Annie and Netti.
Wed. 6: Every Wednesday-J Monque d'. Thurs.
7: Every Thursday-Black Slacks. Fri. 8: cajun
melodies by Beausolie. Sat. 9: Songdogs. Mon.
11 : Ragtime Annie. Fri. 15: lil' Queenie. Sat. 16:
Charmaine Neville and Real Feelings.
Penny Post Coffee House, Daneel St. Folk music
every night to 12. All ages, family entertainment.
Pontchartraln Hotel, 2031 St. Charles Ave., 5240581. Piano bar in the Bayou Lounge nightly from
5: Tom McDermott, Mondays-Frid¥. until 8, and
Mondays-Wednesdays 9 to mtdnight. Carl
Franklin, Thursdays-Saturdays, 8 to midnight.
Tlpltlna's, 501 Napoleon, 897-3943. See the calendar on the last page of this issue. Upcoming
shows at this world-famous location include the
robert Gray Band on Sunday May 3. Wed. 6: the
Mission UK with Balaam and the Angel. Fri. 8 and
Sat. 9: War. Fri. 22: Joe Ely. Sat. 30: Delbert
McClinton.

..... WEST BANK
Bronco's, 1409 Romain, Gretna, 368-1000. Mondays, Wednesdays, Fridays, Saturdays: Mississippi South. Sat., May 2: Sweethearts of the
Rodeo.
1801 Club, 1801 Stumpf Blvd., 367-9670. Mahogany, Thursdays from 9:30 and Saturdays from 10.
Wednesdays from 9:30, Up 'n' Up.
Fat Cats, 505 Gretna Blvd., 362-0598. Mondays,
Tuesdays, Thursdays through Saturdays: the
Groove Band with Jimmy Simon.
Froggles, 403 West Bank Expressway, 367-0227.
The Dino Kruse Band every Thursday.
Jo Jo's Lounge, 4332 4th St., Marrero, 34()..9129.
live rock and roll on weekends.
Mlchaul's Restaurant, 601 Patterson, 361-4969.
Features restaurant and music bar. Wed.: The File
Cajun Band. Thurs.: Paul Beach and the Jefferson
Countryboys. Fri.: Stardust country music band.
Sat.: Luzianne country band. Sun. : Harmony
queens the Pfister Sisters.
Oakwood Shopping Center, 197 West Bank
Expressway. 362-1014. Mon. May 4: Alvin Batiste,
10 am and 7 pm. Tues. 5: Danny Barker. Wed. 6:
Henry Butler, 10 am. Earl Turbington 3 pm. Other
music all day. Mon. 11: David Torkanows~ Quartet. Tues. 12: Jonathon Bloom. Wed. 13: Ktdd Jordan. Mon. 18: Dirty Dozen Brass Band, 10 am.
Willie Tee, 7 pm. Tues. 19: Johnny Vidacovich.
Wed. 20: Cheryl Keyes, 10 am. Oakwood Jazz
Emsemble, 3 pm.
Rincon de Ia Vleja Guardia, 2105 Hancock St.,
Gretna, 367-6733. Latin big bands.
Marina Wharf, 5353 Paris Road, Chalmette, 2778215. Thursdays through Saturdays from 9: Frank
Dallas.

JAZZ FEST TIME,
GET DOWN! •..

NOW SERVING
BREAKFAST, LUNCH 8r
DINNER DAILY
3001 Magazine 891-0997

Happy Jazz Fest '87
Come by Le Bon Temps Route
After a Day at the Fairgrounds
We have Great Food & Drinks
Great Jukebox & Great Prices

MONDAYS
Domestic Beer $1.25
all day/all night

TUESDAYS
Draft Beer Night
50¢ G1ass/S2.50 Pitcher
Free Oysters 7 pm - 10 pm

WEDNESDAYS
Ladies Night
1st Drink Free. 112 Price
Mixed Drinks
8 pm- 12 am

THURSDAYS
Busch Night. 75¢ Busch
Longnecks, 9 pm - 'til

FRIDAYS
Free Oysters. 6 pm - 9 pm
qQ¢ Draft, 6 pm - 8 pm

SATURDAYS
Rotating Import Beer Specials

SUNDAYS
S1.50 Bloody Marys, 11 am - Spm

,a

Now with 2 Great JUKEBOXES
899-9228
4801 Uaga:ain~
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A Gallery for Fine Photography,5423 Magazine,
891 -1002. Fri. May 1 through June: History of
Photography: 1840-1987.
A. L Lowe Gallery, 1128 S. Carrollton Ave ., 861 0395. New Orleans watercolors, all month.Aca·
demy Gallery, 5256 Magazine, 899-8111 .
Through Wed. 6: paintings
by Dorothy Coleman and
Chinese artist Xie Tiancheng. Thurs. 7 through
Fri. 22: Newcomb Seniors
display their thesis work.
Arthur Roger Gallery, 3005
Magazine, 895-5287. Sat. May 2 through Wed.
27: Wellington Reiter's "Installations." Opening
Sat. 30: Displays by Alan Siegel.
Bergen Gallery, 703 Royal. Erte Nagel and
Michael Hunt. Also apreview of the 1987 Jazz And
Heritage Festival poster done by Hugh Ricks. Call
523-7882 for dates and times.
Bill Cousin's Gallery,319 Royal. Patti Bannister
paintings, nineteenth century bronzes.
Cafe Brasil, 2100 Charters, 947-9386. Opening
Sat. May 23: Salma Moinizandi's "Shadows:· The
Iranian displays her work in paint, wood, and
stone.
C.A.C., 900 Camp, 523-1216. The~ celebrates
its 10th aniversary. See Random Notes. Also,
through Sun. May 31 : "Future of the Past: Louisiana Environments," multi-media from New
Orleans' artists.

pa.

FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL (504) 361-4898

Cool down after the Jazz Fest
with a Free Drink
from

THE
AVENUE
PUB

Carol Robinson Gallery, 4537 Magazine, 8956130. Sat. May 9 through June: Sheila Bonser's
handmade paper sculpture.
Davis Gallery, 3964 Magazine, 897-0780. Tues.
May 5: The gallery and the Arts Council sponsor a
seminar on approaches to collecting, 7:30 pm.
Through Sun. 10: African Beadwork. Authentic
old tribal crafts from the dark continent.
Delgado Community College, 615 Park Ave.
Through Thurs. May 7: Fine Arts Exhibit. Fri. 8
through Mon. 18: Architecture students display
their best work. All exhibits on the third floor of
building one.
Duplantler Gallery, 818 Baronne, 524-1071 .
Through Fri. May 22: Robert T. Rector's "Passions and Precision," an exhibition of paintings
and prints.
Dyansen Gallery, 433 Royal Street, 523-2902. Fri.
May 1 through Sun. 24: Paul Wegner displays his
compositions in bronze, which all have musical
themes!
Gallery Slmmone Stem, 518 Julia, 529-1118.
Through Wed. May 6: glass sculpture by Mark
Rosenbaum and new paintings by Harold Reddicliffe. Sat. 9: George Dunbar's new works.
Le Mleux Galleria&, 508 Pelican Ave., Algiers
Point, 361-1735. Through Mon. May 11 : oils by
Hammond artist Dennis Perrin.
LSU Union Art Gallery, LSU Campus, Baton
Rouge, 388-5117.
Louisiana State Museums: The Cablldo, Jackson Square. Louisiana history through art and
artifacts. The Ptnbytere, Jackson Square. Exhibition of 19th century pianos and music. Also:
antique clothes. The Old U.S. Mint, 400 Esplanade. Exhibitions on Camival, jazz, and the history
of black workers show each weekend.
Lllcullus,610 Charters. All month: food-related
art.
Marlo Villa Gallery, 3908 Magazine, 895-8731 .
Sat. May 9 through Thurs. 28: paintings by Goyce
Mayer; sculptures by Merrill Stigge.
Phyllis Parun Studios, 2109 Decatur. All month:
black and white Jinos together in an exhibition:
"Lifeforces in my Native City;• by Parun.
New Orleans Museum of Art, City Park, 4882631 . Through June: Aquisitions in glass. The
museum has lots of other neat stuff, too!
Posselt-Bak.er Gallery, 822 St. Peter, 524-7252.
Fri. May 8 through June: Japanese photo realist
Takeshi Yamada's recent paintings and prints of
New York City.
Simms Fine Art Gallery, 827 Girod, 528-3008.
Through Sat. May 16: paintings and pastels by lrv-

1732
St. Charles
586-9243
present this ad

Stop by on your way to
or from the Jazzfest!

The Neighborhood
Lounge and Grill
orders to go:

943-8667

1518 N. LOPEZ

.
only 2 hlocks from the Fairgrounds!
Opl'n 9AM , 'till
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Saturday:
Oldies Night
Disc Jockey

Tuesday:
25¢. Draft
8pm-11pm

Thursday:
Ladies Drink Free

Friday:
Complimentary
Hors d' oeuvres
5pm-8pm

ing Petlin. Opening Tues. 19: a retrospective in
photographs by Stephanie Dinkins.
Tilden-Foley, 4119 Magazine, 897-5300. Through
Wed. May 13: Gail Nathan's paintings and drawings.
Tulane University, Newcomb Art Gallery.
Through Sun.May 17: Newcomb pottery. Also,
Sat. 9 through Mon. 17: Senior students exhibit
their favorite works done this year.
Casey Willems Pottery, 3919 Magazine St., 8991174. Pottery by Mr. Willems.
Tulane's School of Architecture, Mon. May 11
through Sat. 16: graduating students display their
projects.

CINENlA
Loyola Film Buffs Institute, Most films at 7 and 9
pm. Call 865-2152 for schedule. May 4: Chinatown F. directed by Roman Polanski. Tues. 5: Easy
Rider. Wed. 6: The German Film The Goalie's Anxiety at the Kick. Tues. 26: Rogopag. Wed. 27:
Badlands. Thurs. 28: The Manxman. June 2: Fellini's Amarcord.
Prytania Theatre, Through •
.
Sun. May 3: Sherman's ·
... ··
March, at 5:30 and 9:30.
.- ·. •
Mon. 4 through Thurs. 7: •
•
OneWomanofJWo,at5:15, • ,.
·
7:30, and 9:45. Fri. 8
through Thurs. 21: Kangaroo, based on the novel
by D.H. Lawrence, at 5:15, 7:30, and 9:45. Fri. 22
through Sun. June 1: Waiting tor the Moon, at
5:30, 7:30, and 9:30.

CAC, 900 Camp, 523-1216. For their 1oth birthday
celebration, the cenrer will show the awardwinning commercials from the 1984 Cannes Film
Festival, Thurs. May 14 through Sun. 17, at 8:30
pm.

CONlEDY

48.2-4700
870 eJI~ llQe,.

The Mint, Decatur at Esplanade, 525-2000. Tues.
and Sat.: Ricky Graham and Harry Mayronne at
9:30. Sundays at midnight, also Graham and Mayronne.
Marie Laveau's Restaurant, 329 Decatur St.,
525-9655. Fridays: "Hot Stuff, N.O. Style", starring Becky Allen, Fred
Palmisano and Wanda
,~
Rouzan.
Punchllne Comedy Club,
4704 Veterans Blvd., 4547973. Tues. May 5: John
·
Paul, chris Alpine, Mike
·
Graham. From Tues. 12: David Sayh, Jordan
Brady, Chris Banes. From Tues. 19: Zack and
Mack along with Banny Brown, and Jim Johnson.
From Tues. 26: Michele Beaudry, John Caponera
and George Campbell. The Punchline is closed on
Mondays; most acts are from out of town.

v

Polka

Cajun Two Step

THEATRE
Schuhplattler
and
other
specialty
dances

Bruce Daigrepont
Friday-15th
Advance--$9.00
At the door-$11.00

SATURDAY-16th
Advance--$11.00
At the door-$12.50

SUNDAY-17th
Advance--$9.00
At the door-$11.00

Tickets at all Ticketmaster Outlets~
For information or tickets write:
Crescent City Polka Festival
P.O. Box 8604
Metairie, LA 700IHS604
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Bayou Dinner Theatre, 4040 Tulane Ave., 4864545. Through Sun. May 3: She Stoops to Conquer. Thurs. 7 through June: "I Dol I Do!" a
musical comedy about marriage, staring a real
husband and wife team
CAC, 900 Camp, 523-1216. Through May 3: Performance Artist Paul
Zaloom. Thurs. 14 through
June: 10th Aniversary
musical revue.
Carousel Theatre, Kenner.
Call 468-7221 .
Le Petit Theatre, 616 St.
Peter. Children's Theatre, Sat. May 16 through
June: "The Wizard of Oz:· Weekends only. Main
theatre, Fri. 8 through Sun. 17: "A Musical
Revue."
Loyola University, Fri. May 1 and Sat. 2: the
drama department presents Orestes in Marquette;
the Music School does Camelot.
Rose Dinner Theatre, 201 Robert St., Gretna,
367-5400. Through Sun. 24: "Noises Off," the
popular British comedy. Tues. 26 through June:
the Janet Herber.z Dance Studio presents a show;
call for details.
Theatre Marlgny, 616 Frenchman, 944-2653.
Thurs. May 7 through June: Gertrude Stein and
the Companion. Thurs., Fri., Sat, only.
Tulane University Theatre. Fri. May 29: Tulane
Center.Stage opens the summer with 'The Perfect Party," A.R. Gurney's play. In the Albert lupin
Theatre, Dixon Hall.

Movies, Fantasy, Sci-Fit
Political, Military, and
other pop memorabilia
Local Music, Blues

R&B, Jazz, Classical,
Country,
"'-,
Folk and More
Many Promo Items
Open 7 Dav.
10-9
, .

r( (
I

•

'\

1214

Decatur St.
NOLA 70130
~ 561-5683
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BOOKING BANDS
IS BIG BUSINESS
Become part of North America's largest
Entertainment Agency Network. Nationwide
offices and central resources . All training and
services provided . $17,000 minimum investment. Financing available with $3500 minimum
down payment. To get your free brochure call
today- Toll Free HORIZON MANAGEMENT 1800-633-6313 / in New York 1-607-772-0857.
OMNI AITRACTIONS
Celebrates 5th Year
Special thanks to: Michael Scurlock (CBS Records), Jean Knight, Reggie Hall, Fats Domino,
Dave Bartholomew, Charlie Thomas (Drifters),
Bob Walker, Betty Guillaud, Earl King, Deacon
John , Oliver Morgan, Olympia Brass Band,
Charles Fishman, John Berthelot, Elizabeth
Kraut, Pat Jolly, Jimmy Anselmo , Sherman Bernard, Hammond Scott, Jim Bateman, Gatemouth Brown, Frogman Henry, lynn Ourso (LA
Music Commission), Rhonda Ford, Chris
Polacheck, Doug Kershaw, George French,
Bruce Daigrepont, Clive Wilson, James Hewett,
Nevilles, linda lee, Danny Barker, Johnny
Adams , Charlie Bering, Jim lockwood, Taste of
New Orleans, Sammy Berlect, Aubry Twins,
Chuck Easterling, Tony Klatka, The Tricks, Ed
White, Frankie Ford, Irma Thomas, Sal Mannino, Don Engler, Rick lazes, Manny Feldstein,
Marti lacky, Stu levin, Jim Gabour, Peter
Uddo, Mike Wilkinson, Sean Cullen, Bill lucky,
and the many others who have contributed to
OMNI's growth.
Dianna Chenevert, President
OMNI Attractions
P.O. Box 15439
New Orleans 70175

Why don't I waste some money and say "hi" to a
few friends - Hello: Dan, laura, Kim, Rita,
Carol, Don, Charles, Andy, Mary, Cynthia,
Frank, Ricky, Colin, Dennis, Paul, Bert, Debb1e,
Buddy, Judy, Ellen, all Awakeners!!- and you
- the guy sitting there, reading this, who
doesn't see his/her name!!
PROFESSIONAL
STAGE RENTALS
21-770 square foot area. 500 lb per square foot
capacity. Delivered, assembled and removed.
Scott Randolph Designs International, ltd., 1800-654-2490 or 504-581-7773.
IMAGE BASE
Consultation/Design/Production
• photography
• moving stills
• photo imaging
• posters/albums
• slide animation
•light shows
• video production
·set design
Contact: Jon Graubarth. P.O. Box 19901, New
Orleans 70179; 504-897-1582, 818-780-8676,
212-777-7839.
NETWORKING INDEPENDENT MUSIC
Pollution Control looks at Do-lt-Yourself music,
college radio , home tapmg legislation, ASCAP/
BMI, publications. Hundreds of contacts. Send
two 22¢ stamps for a sample, or S5 for a oneyear subscription (6 issues). 1725 E. 115th St.,
Cleveland, OH 44106.
MASSAGE
by Sparkman Wyatt at Loyola University Recreation Center. By appointment. 865-3137 or 9431824.
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$9-$10 EACH
quality guaranteed
Send $1 today for our
complete catalogue.
We also pay CASH for
your unwanted discs.

N.O. CD Exchange

Box 24189, NOLA 70184-4189
(504) 524-4580

~BAND GUIDE

Listings with the band guide are 25¢ a
word, 50¢ each bold word. Send
money and listing to WL Band Guide,
P.O. Box 15667, New Orleans, LA
70175.

MUSICIANS REFERRAL
Service/Booking Agency
Looking for that right performing band or professional musician? Call Star Power. New York
(607) 724-4304.
VENUS AND THE IDIOTS
All original music, parties and mus1c clubs.
Bookings: RED (24 hrs.) 861-4732

-80s MUSIC
AND ORIGINALS
FOR BOOKINGS CALL 1
ROLAND TIMMERMAN
(5~4) 466-4519

8 Track
$25/hour
Digital Mix Downs
Digital Sampling Keyboard

(504) 467·3655

906 Mazant
tom"' of luf'lll"dr

N•w Orluns, LA 70117

-....
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MUSICIAN DISCOUNT
BUYERS GUIDE

C11mpbtll

Complete Selection of
Name Brand Musical Instruments
and Equipment at Discount Prices
Call or Write for FREE CATALOG
TOLL FREE (800) 828-5518 or
(301) 948-7478

Robyn ~"orMft,
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VICTOR UTZ MUSIC CENTER
305 N. FREDERICK AVE.
GAITHERSBURG, MD 208n

DRUMMER
Pro drummer seeks working band. 9 years experience. Pro equipment. Paul Moss, 738-1825.
DRUMMER and GUITARIST
into melodic power rock originals seek bassist.
834-6423.
Singer BIG VOICE
for THE ELEMENTS
Avant Rhythm 'n' Soul
Eric 947-8316
Steve 288-5420
BASS PLAYER
looking for band. 15 years experience. Prefer
Sixties, Blues-Rock, R&B. Andy 340-8959.

Dial
Direct
to subscribe

504/895-2342
e to your
and charg
harge
Visa or M~~:e;~e year
onlY s1 2

DRUMMER
wanted for local smarmy punk band. Call 8910110.

MARK J. DAVIS
Attorney at Law
288-1009
Entertainment Law
I'M SORRY DAN!!
(Forgive Me?)
-A.M .
RARE POSTER
1975 N.O. Jazz Fest poster for sale. Call Mary,
949-8386, 368-6341 .

Call the AIDS Information Center

BRITAIN'S DEFINITIVE
jazz and new music magazine is WIRE, a strong
dose of good sounds every month. Send $4 for a
quality sample copy to Suite 2005, 215 Park
Avenue South, New York, NY 10003.

522-AIDS

(NEW ORLEANS METRO AREA)

Shepard H. Samuels
Attorney at Law
Available for Consultation
and Contract Negotiation

(TOLL-FREE LOUISIANA STATEWIDE)

• Copyrighting
• Publishing
• fncorporation
• Tradename
Registration

Music &
Entertainment Law
866-8755

_ _ _ P.O. BOX 2616 NEW ORLEANS LOUISIANA 70176-2616 _ _
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Michael Heller, yet another
WTUL alumnus, departed New
Orleans when the Metronome record
store moved to Atlanta, where it is
now situated at 1536 Monroe Drive
NE. When Michael's not at the store
pushing Huey "Piano" Smith and
Professor Longhair, he can usually
be heard broadcasting from the studio
of radio station WRFG. The show's
called Good Morning Blues and at
least half of every program is devoted
to the sounds of the Crescent City. By
· the way, we've always wonderedis the reason why you never hear
much about Atlanta music because
General Sherman burned all the recording studios when he marched
through Georgia?
Charley Patton, "The Father of
the Blues," was born in 1887, which
means that this year is the centennial
of his birth, as well as (in the estimation of some scholars) the centennial
of the blues. In celebration thereof,
Belgian blues enthusiast Robert
Sacre has published The Voice of the
Delta: Charley Patton and the Mississippi Blues Traditions, a collectio_n
of lectures given in 1984 at the Umversity of Liege. Who cares what a
bunch of academics have to say about
the blues? Well, wait'll you read the

A SvDD£N FAllVR£
OF sTR££T 5MAKT).

list of contributors: Mike "Blues Unlimited,, Rowe, John Broven,
Arnold "Honkers and Shooters,,
Shaw, Professor David Evans, Dick
Sherman, Jim "Living Blues,
O,Neal, Luther Allison (supplying
an essay entitled "I'm A Bluesman"'
and Harvard's Eileen Southern, author of The Music of Black Americans. To order your copy, contact
Robert Sacre, 117 Chaussee de Tongres, B-4420, Liege, Rocort, Belgium.
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LIMITED EDITION
AN EXCLAUPSHIVHE0~8~~~n: PROFESSOR
SERIGR
NO NUMBERED
LONGHAIR SIGNED A
04) 282-5380
(PRINTS) AVA::fJ~~fs\~E BYRD FAMILY.
(Vvf~t~li~·OUT OF STATE).

England's Charly Records, for an
" undisclosed sum," has bought the
vaults of the late Joe Banashak,s record empire, which includes the labels
known as Alon, Bandy, Instant,
Minit and Seven-B. There's a small
catch, however. According to Jeb
Banashak (Joe's son), the treasure
trove is devoid of much Toussaint
gold: "They bought the whole
shootin' match but I don't know what
they're gonna do with it. He (Joe

STOR'I'VILLE

•l

Banashak) sold Allen's (Toussaint)
songs back to Allen a long time ago so
there won't be much to the publishing."
It was a rockin' debut to a rockin'
record when Johnny Magnie and a
couple hundred of his closest friends
celebrated the release of his live
album Now Appearing at
in
April. The disc is available at your
favorite platter dispenser now
... Mighty Sam McClain sounded
mighty good with hi s new band
featuring Cranston Clements on
guitar, as they opened for Mr. Bobby
Blue Band ...
ONLY IN NEW ORLEANS
DEPT.: WWOZ is back on the air
after a tugboat hit their tower, putting
them out of commission for a ·
while ... The New Orleans Music
and Entertainment Association
(NOME) elected two new members
to its board, film producer Jo Ann
Schmidt, former producer of the
NOJ&HF, and Red Priest, musician
with Waka Waka ... Ron Levy,
former keyboardist of Roomful of
Blues, is making his home in New
Orleans now ... Zachary Richard
fans will love his two-volume retrospective album out just in time for
Jazz Fest buying...

e

COMING IN JUNE:
June 5 & 6: THE NEVILLE
BROTHERS
June 11: CHICK COREA'S
ELEKTRIK BAND
Shows at 8pm & 11 pm
June 13: THE ITALS wiTHE
ROOTS RADICS
June 19: BUCKWHEAT

O.J.
IKEMODI

rdiets available at

CLOSID

PIANO NIGI-IT

w/BRUCE
DAIGREPONTS
CAJUN BAND
. 5-9pm
Free Red Beans & Rice

w/JOB
CLBABT

PAIS DO-DO

PIANO NIGHT
Wllh

wiThe Jambalaya
ca;uo Band
5-9pm

Free Red Beans & Rice

.&4

PAIS DO-DO

w/BRUCE
DAIGREPONrS
CAJUN BAND
5-9pm
Free Red Beans & Rice

THE PLEASURE KINGS

!HIIIl88IOB
CLOSED

r dtetmasler

PAIS DO-DO

BLUES
& DUKE ROBILLARD &

& THE NIGERIAN
All-STARS

TBillOUll!

CB.AYBAliD

llOOMI'U'L OP

U.K.

wlspecial guest
BAlAAM & THE ANGEL

ITTAJ.AMES
BAND
& MARCIA
BALL BAlm

llOUll!IliHO

WAR

(Brazilian
JazzJRock
Guitar Sensation)

W.ALDll

WASHDIG!OB
& THE ROADMASTERS

No cover

Shows af9pm & midnight
Tickets at Ticketmaster

!J[Im.J.J!B
IDS

featuring special guests
Tfl>PA IRIE"
& PATO BANTON
(record release party)

llOCKill'

JOBCLJABY

DOPSII

No Cover

& THE TWISTERS

....,

'I'BE BOBEB'I'
JUlES BLUES

THE
llADIATOllS

MIGil'lY SAil

McCLA.Ill

& THE THUNDER BLUES
REVIEW
featuring
CRANSTON CLEMENTS

THE
llADWOllS

Happy hour 2pm-8pm. ~drafts, $lloognecks, $1.50 biballs

Tip's is available for private parties
Happy hour every Friday
Free Crawfish- $1.00 Dixie Beer
For Bookings 891-8477 • Business 895-8477 • Concert Line 897-3943

NDOPENING
We've Got Two New Stores In New Orleans To Serve You
WYNTON

MARSAUS

PRESERVATION HALL
JAZ:Z. BAND

Carnaval

EASTMAN WIND ENSEMBLE

c~

DONALD

HONSBERGER

®

The Saints Go Marchin' In"

YOUR CHOICE

w.

New Orleans, \ ol. III

~\.

®

L

99
per

BILLIE HOLIDAY
(~ Ray Ellis ~
And His Orchestra
LADY IN SATIN

di~~-n-i'~~~~~r-+++--+-.
Spo<lolly-Prlced

2-Record Sot

BENNY GOODMAN
(~
LIVEAT
CARNEGIE HALL

8

(!;,

ALSO SAVE ON OTHER JAZZ FAVORITES IN THE CBS JAZZ MASTERPIECE SERIES INCLUDING:
• Charles Mingus' Mingus Ah Urn
• Erroll Garner's Concert By'The Sea
• Duke Ellington's At Newport
• Billie Holiday's Quintessential

•
•
•
•

Louis Armstrong's Satch Plays Fats and Plays W.C. Handy
Dave Brubeck's West Side Story and Gone With The Wind
Benny Goo.dman's Sextet
Miles Davis' Bitches Brew, In A Silent Way, Sketches Of Spain, and Porgy And Bess

